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Kurzfassung
Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit kalten Molekülen auf einem Mikrochip. Kalte und ultrakalte
Moleküle könnten einerseits hochpräzise Messungen von Moleküleigenschaften sowie deren
Verhalten auf Quantenebene ermöglichen. Andererseits könnte man mit ihnen versuchen
hochgenau kontrollierte chemische Reaktionen zu studieren oder einen Quantencomputer
bauen.
In den hier vorgestellten Experimenten werden elektrisch neutrale, polare Moleküle in
tieffeldsuchenden Quantenzuständen mittels elektrischer Felder auf dem Mikrochip gefangen und abgebremst, indem der Starkeffekt ausgenutzt wird, also die Energieniveauverschiebung von Atomen und Molekülen im elektrischen Feld. Nach der Manipulation der
Moleküle auf dem Chip können diese quantenzustandsabhängig detektiert werden (REMPIMethode).
Zuerst wurden CO Moleküle, welche im oberen Λ-Doublet Zustand des a3 Π1 , v = 0, J = 1
Zustands präpariert wurden, auf dem Chip gefangen und in dessen Mitte mit einem Infrarotlaser zum J = 1 oder J = 2 Rotationszustand des Vibrationszustands v = 1 angeregt.
Dies konnte experimentell nachgewiesen sowie theoretisch analysiert werden, wobei die
Moleküle die ganze Zeit gefangen waren.
Als Zweites wurden CO Moleküle auf dem Chip detektiert und die Struktur der zuvor
gefangenen Molekülwolken mehrerer Fallen räumlich aufgelöst, welche 120 µm von einander
entfernt sind, wofür der Chip mit Ionenlinsen erweitert wurde. Damit konnte die Temperatur der Wolken gemessen werden, indem die ballistische Expansion der Moleküle zeitlich
verfolgt wurde; entweder durch Vergleich mittels Simulationen (T = 11 ± 1 mK) oder
durch Anwenden eines Expansionsmodells (T = 13 ± 3.5 mK), welches auch im Bereich der
ultrakalten Atome verwendet wird. Dies ermöglichte die Detektion der Manipulation des
besetzten Phasenraums der gefangenen Moleküle, indem diese in den Fallen adiabatisch
expandiert wurden. Damit konnte die Temperatur der Moleküle auf ca. ein Drittel der
Ausgangstemperatur reduziert werden.
Drittes Ziel war das Fangen von Ammoniakmolekülen im Grundzustand, welches einerseits eine längere Fangzeit ermöglichen sollte und andererseits zeigen würde, dass auch
andere Moleküle auf dem Chip gefangen werden können. Die Moleküle 14 NH3 , 14 ND3 und
15
f wurden dafür getestet.
ND3 im |vInv = 1, J = 1, K = 1i Zustand des Grundzustands X
Es konnte kein Signal von gefangenen Molekülen gemessen werden. Dies wird auf nichtadiabatische Übergänge zurückgeführt, die zu großen Verlusten aus den Fallen führen.
Als Letztes wird in dieser Arbeit ein neuer chipbasierter Starkabbremser vorgestellt,
der eine miniaturisierte Version eines „traveling-wave“-Ringabbremsers darstellt. Dieser
Chip sollte wesentlich mehr Moleküle fangen können als der bisher benutzte Chip. Durch
verbesserte Elektronik sollte es möglich sein, Moleküle direkt vom Molekülstrahl (bis ca.
360 m/s) zu fangen und zum Stillstand zu bringen, anders als mit bisherigen großen Ringabbremsern. Der Chip befindet sich bisher noch in der Entwicklung, um ihn mit der vollen
Spezifikation (Spannung) betreiben zu können. Nach ersten Simulationen sollte der Chip
gut funktionieren, was aber noch in Experimenten bestätigt werden muss.
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Abstract
The subject of this thesis’s work is research of cold molecules on a microchip. On the one
hand, cold and ultracold molecules might allow high-precision measurements of molecular
properties and the determination of their behavior at the quantum level. On the other
hand, one could try to study highly controlled chemical reactions or to build a quantum
computer with their help.
In the experiments presented here, electrically neutral, polar molecules in low-fieldseeking states are trapped and decelerated on a microchip with the help of electric fields.
This exploits the Stark effect: the energy level shift of atoms and molecules in an electric field. After manipulation on the chip the molecules can be detected quantum-statespecifically via the REMPI method.
At first, CO molecules were prepared in the upper Λ-doublet component of the a3 Π1 , v =
0, J = 1 state, trapped on the chip and get vibrationally excited by an infrared laser in the
middle of the chip to the J = 1 or J = 2 rotational state of the vibrational state v = 1.
This could be shown experimentally and was analyzed theoretically for molecules which
were trapped at all times.
Secondly, CO molecules were detected on the chip and the structure of previously trapped
molecule clouds of several of the only 120 µm spaced traps was spatially resolved. For this
purpose the chip was extended with an ion lens setup, which enabled the determination
of the temperature of the clouds by following the free ballistic expansion of the molecules
in time; either by comparing the data to trajectory simulations (T = 11 ± 1 mK) or by
applying a ballistic expansion model (T = 13 ± 3.5 mK), comparable to the method used
by the ultracold atom community. The spatial imaging enabled the observation of a phasespace manipulation scheme, which adiabatically expanded the molecules in the trap and
significantly reduces their temperature to approximately one third of their initial value.
The third goal was to trap ground state ammonia molecules, which should extend the
trapping time and would show that also other molecules could be trapped on the chip. The
ammonia isotopologues 14 NH3 , 14 ND3 , and 15 ND3 in the |vInv = 1, J = 1, K = 1i state of
f were used. No signal could be measured from trapped
the electronic ground state X
molecules, which is attributed to large nonadiabatic transitions to untrappable quantum
states, leading to severe trap loss.
At last, a new chip-based Stark decelerator is presented, which is a miniaturized version
of the so-called “traveling-wave” ring decelerator. This chip-based decelerator should be
able to trap more molecules compared to the chip that was used so far, and due to improved electronics it should be able to decelerate molecules from molecular beam velocities
of approximately 360 m/s down to a standstill, in contrast to large-scale traveling-wave
decelerators so far. The chip is still in development to achieve operation with the full
specification (voltage). Performance simulations show the usefulness of this design, which
needs to be tested in experiments.
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CHAPTER

1

General Introduction
Miniaturization
Miniaturization of experimental tools has led to a series of exciting developments. Miniaturization improved the performance of devices in many fields, led to ever decreasing cost
of production and increased the amount of tasks a single small device can perform. Notably in microelectronics it is observed that the size of a transistor shrinks exponentially
fast (“Moore’s law”). This fast miniaturization is one of the main reasons why ever more
integrated microchips with new functionality and increased performance can be built.
For chemistry, miniaturization of laboratory devices and the integration of them on a
small surface area will ultimately lead to the so-called lab-on-a-chip. On a lab-on-a-chip,
analysis of chemical substances might be performed more accurately, faster, cheaper, and
with higher transportability than compared to standard methods. [Daw06] The lower cost
of analysis is predominantly the result of a lower cost of production, of reagents, and also
of reduced waist disposal. Continuing miniaturization will at some point lead to the insight
that effects caused by the chip itself on the small amounts of reagents, e.g., capillary forces
and interactions with the bulk material, will perturb the analysis. One way of solving these
challenges is to avoid contact with the chip material, which might be done by manipulating
the reagents with electric or magnetic fields only.
Atomic physics greatly benefited from miniaturization as well, which lead to the development of the atom chip [Hänsel01, Folman02, Fortàgh07, Reichel10]. The two main
reasons for the success of the atom chip are the efficient laser cooling of atoms [Metcalf99]
to low temperatures and the creation of large field gradients (i.e. forces) with small struc-
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tures on the chip surface to enable the trapping of significant amounts of atoms. Today,
the manipulation of atoms with this method is already quite mature. [Fortàgh07] Among
others, applications are rapid Bose-Einstein condensation [Hänsel01], matter-wave interferometry and inertial and gravitational field sensing [Schumm05, vanZoest10], quantum
computation [Ospelkaus11], and many-body non-equilibrium physics [Gring12].

Cold Molecules
Research with cold molecules offers various advantages over research with ultracold atoms,
such as the degrees of freedom related to their vibrations and rotations, their possible permanent dipole moment, their complex symmetries, or the interactions between each other
that can extend over long distances. Cold molecules can be used to address fundamental
questions of science.
Molecules are used, for instance, to search for an electric dipole moment of the electron.
One scheme to achieve this is by fully polarizing (heavy neutral) dipolar molecules in a
laboratory electric field, which effectively creates very high internal fields in the molecule.
This enables to push down the limits on a possible electric dipole moment of the electron
by observing a possible energy shift of the dipole in the very high electric field, which might
be observable in high-resolution spectra. [Baron14]
Molecules can also be used to address questions on fundamental symmetries in physics.
One of these symmetries is parity, which describes the relation between a reflected object to
its original (unreflected) counterpart. If a force violates this symmetry, a reflected objected
might show different properties compared to the unreflected version of it. This could be
manifested in a difference in energy levels between the two objects, which could be revealed
by observing energy shifts in high-resolution spectra of enantiomers of molecules [Daussy99]
(i.e. non-superposable mirror images of itself). The weak force has been shown to violate
this symmetry, however the quantification of the effect has to be explored.
The very accurate predictions of electrodynamic phenomena at the quantum level via
the theory of quantum electrodynamics (QED) can be tested directly using high-resolution
spectroscopy of rotational levels in cold hydrogen molecules. [Salumbides11] The measurements of the rotational level energies fit perfectly well with the predictions of QED and
relativistic effects so far.
Despite this very accurate description of the universe using mathematical laws, sev-
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eral fundamental parameters in the equations need to be determined experimentally; the
fundamental constants, such as the gravitational constant G, the fine-structure constant
α, the Boltzmann constant kB , or the proton-to-electron mass ratio µpe . Cold molecules
might play an important role in the determination of these constants and to find a possible variation of them. The Boltzmann constant has been determined with precise laser
spectroscopy of ammonia [Daussy07] rather than by thermodynamical methods. A temporal variation of µpe has been tested for by analyzing rovibrational spectra of the SF6
molecule [Shelkovnikov08] and in molecular hydrogen spectra [Salumbides08]. Even over
cosmic time scales this has been evaluated by analyzing methanol (CH3 OH) spectra of
earth-bound and astronomical sources at early times during of the universe [Bagdonaite13].
A dependence of µpe on the mass density has been investigated by comparing laboratory
and astronomical CH molecule microwave spectra [Truppe13].
Cold molecules could be used as qubits by orienting their dipole moments in a high
electric field gradient [DeMille02], or by combining a superconducting microwave resonator
and a long lived rotational states of ultracold molecules to achieve entanglement between
qubits [André06], needed for building a quantum computer.
In chemistry, applications like collisions and reactions between molecules are of major
importance and might be studied at the quantum level using selected quantum states
at low interaction energies using slow beams of atoms and dipolar molecules [Krems08,
Tscherbul08, Vogels15].
To perform the aforementioned experiments on cold molecules, they have to be generated before. One way is to use the already existing molecule of interest and supersonically
expanding a gas mixture [Morse96] containing this molecule into vacuum, during which
translationally and internally cold and slow beams of molecules are generated. These molecules can be trapped and decelerated using the interaction of an electric or magnetic dipole
moment in the molecule with a high electric or magnetic field gradient. Devices such as
Stark and Zeeman decelerators are capable of generating these gradients and translational
temperatures reached with these decelerators are on the order of 10–100 mK.
Another method is cryogenic buffer gas cooling [Doyle95], where the molecular gas is
cooled while flowing through a bath of cool atoms (the buffer gas) like He. After leaving
the bath, the molecules enter an electric guide, which filters out molecules with the desired
velocity and quantum state. With this method, translational temperatures on the order of
1 K are reached.
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Ultracold molecular samples can also be achieved by first creating a cloud of ultracold
atoms and then by binding them together via photo-association [Stwalley99], in which two
colliding atoms absorb a photon from a laser to form an excited diatomic molecule (T ≈
0.1 mK). Alternatively, at ultracold temperatures on the order of 10−4 mK, a Feshbach
resonance [Feshbach58] can be exploited to form molecules. When the interaction potential
of two unbound particles almost matches the energy of a bound state, i.e., a rotational state
of a molecule formed by the two atoms, ultra-cold molecules can be created.

Cold Molecules on Chips
One approach to combine the prospects offered by cold molecule research with the advantages of miniaturization is the molecule chip [Meek09b, Englert11, Marx13], which is
the molecular analogue of the atom chip or ion chip [Stick06, Ospelkaus11]. At the time
the experimental work for this thesis began, the molecule chip used throughout this thesis
had already been developed and had been used for a variety of applications, see Reference [Meek10]. Molecules could be loaded and trapped on the chip directly from a molecular beam. Trapped molecular ensembles could be guided over the chip surface and could be
decelerated to standstill within a few cm of chip length. Apart from the external degrees of
freedom, rotational transitions were induced in the molecules on the chip, thereby demonstrating the manipulation of the internal degrees of freedom as well. [Santambrogio11]

This Thesis
The goal of my thesis research was to explore the capabilities of the chip technology beyond the manipulation of the position, velocity and rotational states of trapped molecules.
Therefore, the manipulation of the internal degrees of freedom was extended to induce
(ro-)vibrational transitions of trapped molecules over the chip.
Then, with the capability of loading and trapping molecules on the chip and manipulating
their internal and external degrees of freedom, only the detection of them on the chip
remained to be shown to demonstrate that the chip is a fully integrated environment for
working with samples of cold molecules. This is particularly interesting because information
about the spatial and velocity distribution of trapped molecules is quickly washed out after
the molecules leave the traps and the chip. Therefore, a detection zone was implemented
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on the chip and on-chip detection was finally demonstrated. Molecules are ionized after
being released from the traps and a set of electrostatic lenses images the initial molecular
distribution onto a detector. With this on-chip detection method, not only time resolved
ion counting can be performed, but also spatial images can be captured, giving access to
phase space information of trapped molecules. With the possibility of spatial imaging it
could be shown that the phase space distribution of the ensembles of trapped molecules
can be manipulated on the chip by adiabatically expanding the trapped molecules, thereby
reducing the temperature of the trapped ensemble.
Furthermore, it is desirable to show that other species can also be trapped and manipulated on the chip, in particular molecules in their ground state, which would enable
longer trapping and manipulation times. Therefore, different ammonia isotopologues in
their ground state were tried but none of these could be trapped thus far.
Although the density of molecules trapped on the chip is analogous to that of the molecules captured in macroscopic decelerators, the small size of the microtraps results in a
very low number of trapped molecules. Therefore, a different decelerator technology was
developed to tackle this problem. This new decelerator offers a larger trap volume and
depth.
The content of this thesis is presented in five chapters. In Chapter 2, a theoretical
description about the relevant electronic, vibrational and rotational energy states of the
carbon monoxide and ammonia molecule is provided, which is useful for the understanding
of the content of later chapters. Then, the basics for working with a molecular beam and
the microchip is presented. Particularly interesting for most chapters is the description of
the traps on the chip and the manipulation via guiding and deceleration. Furthermore,
the excitation of CO molecules into the metastable electronic state, which is needed for
trapping, as well as the detection of both molecules is explained. Finally, a brief overview
of how to simulate the trajectories of molecules on and off the chip is included.
Chapter 3 reports on the vibrational excitation of trapped CO molecules on the chip. To
understand how the vibrational excitation with an infrared laser (IR) works for trapped
molecules, it is initially studied with free-flying molecules in a homogeneous and variable
electric field. The analysis reveals the dependence of the excitation on the electric field
strength and the polarization of the laser relative to the electric field. Furthermore, the
excitation of trapped molecules and measurements of guided and vibrationally excited
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molecules are shown.
Chapter 4 presents the spatially resolved on-chip molecule detection with a new detection
setup. The spatial imaging technique is described and used to determine the temperature
of previously trapped molecules by following the free ballistic expansion of the molecular
clouds after the release from the traps. A model is presented how to extract a temperature
directly from the measurements, without the need of performing trajectory simulations.
Furthermore, the manipulation of the temperature on the chip can be verified using the
imaging technique. Finally, the manipulation process is explained with the help of two
simple models: molecules in a harmonic trap and the expansion of an ideal gas.
Chapter 5 describes the efforts to trap ammonia molecules on a chip. While previously
only electronically excited, metastable CO molecules were used on the chip, it is desirable
to show the trapping of ground state molecules. A setup is presented to achieve this goal.
As it turns out, no trapped ammonia molecules could be detected in the described way.
The used methods are checked and an alternative approach is presented, creating a small
offset electric field along the traps to reduce possible nonadiabatic transitions, which might
have prevented the trapping on the chip. Unfortunately, this did not help to trap ammonia
molecules either.
Chapter 6 describes the alternative chip design. While the original chip has a planar
electrode geometry, the new design incorporates the concept of a three-dimensional ring
electrode, which was successfully implemented on the scale of the large traveling-wave
Stark decelerator. [Osterwalder10, Meek11a] A problem encountered with the macroscopic
traveling-wave decelerators is posed by the rather demanding specifications of the driving
electronics. The new design of the chip (referred to as the “ring chip”) has been developed
starting from the commercially available electronic components and scaling the physical
design accordingly. The working principle of the traveling-wave decelerator is explained
in this chapter, followed by the design of the new chip and the analysis of the generated
traps.
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CHAPTER

2

Molecules on a Chip
2.1 Introduction
All experiments presented in this thesis are done using cold samples of polar molecules.
The molecules are cooled by expanding a gas mixture into vacuum through the nozzle of
a pulsed valve. The supersonic beam [Morse96] of polar molecules is then captured in the
moving microtraps created by an array of microstructured electrodes deposited on a glass
substrate. The electric microtraps are three-dimensional minima of electric field strength
and polar molecules in low-field-seeking (lfs) quantum states can be trapped in there. A
state is lfs if its Stark energy increases with increasing electric field strength. Molecules can
show this effect in their electronic ground state. However, in the case of CO it is necessary
to selectively excite the molecules with a laser to a metastable state, in order to increase
the magnitude of the molecular electric dipole moment. Once the molecules are trapped,
they can be either guided over the surface of the microchip or decelerated to any velocity
between 400 and 0 m/s by applying the appropriate voltages to the chip electrodes. The
microtraps have a tubular shape, they are approximately 4 mm long with a diameter of
approximately 20 µm. Typical trap depths for metastable carbon monoxide molecules are
of the order of a few tens of mK.
In this chapter first some spectroscopic properties of carbon monoxide and ammonia
will be introduced, molecules that have been used in the experiments. A discussion about
the molecular beam, the chip, the traps and the molecule detection will follow, serving as
background information for the experiments. A brief summary of how numerical trajectory
simulations for the extraction of phase space information are performed completes the
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chapter.

2.2 Molecules
A general description of the molecular quantum states that are relevant for the experiments
is presented, without going into the detail of hyperfine structure. Furthermore, it will be
explained how the molecular energy states behave in an electric field because this behavior
is exploited throughout the thesis for the manipulation with the electric fields. This is
done both for CO and ND3 molecules.

2.2.1 Carbon Monoxide
The simplest molecule one can think of consists only of two atoms, a dimer. If the two atoms
are equal the molecule cannot show a dipole moment and cannot be easily manipulated
with inhomogeneous electric fields. However, a heteronuclear dimer generally has a dipole
moment and CO is the molecule that will be analyzed here. A diatomic molecule has only
one vibrational mode, to which a vibrational frequency ωe is associated, and a rotation
about an axis perpendicular to the internuclear axis, with the associated constant B.
Vibrations
The vibrational motion of a diatomic molecule can be treated as the oscillation of a single
particle with effective mass µe around the center of mass. The effective mass µe is defined
as 1/µe = 1/mC + 1/mO . The interaction potential V̂ for low vibrational states can be
treated as being harmonic, so V̂ =

µωe2 2
x̂ ,
2

where x̂ is the displacement (operator) of the

particle from equilibrium and ωe the angular oscillation frequency. The Hamiltonian of
this harmonic oscillator system is
ĤVib,HO =
and has the eigenvalues

1 2 µe ωe2 2
p̂ +
x̂
2µe
2

1
EVib,HO = (v + )ωe ~.
2

(2.1)

(2.2)

The vibrational quantum number v is restricted to positive integer values starting from
0. This approximation is not perfect and it breaks down for higher vibrational quantum
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states; the potential is not perfectly harmonic and the anharmonic contributions need to
be taken into account. Additional terms in the energy thus appear as corrections to the
harmonic oscillator energies in a power series like
1
1
1
EVib,AO = (v + )ωe ~ − (v + )2 ωe xe ~ + (v + )3 ωe ye ~ + . . . ,
2
2
2

(2.3)

where the parameters ωe , ωe xe , ωe ye , . . . can be determined experimentally. [Atkins05] The
energy differences between the lowest neighboring vibrational levels in the a3 Π state are
not constant but are given by 1715 cm−1 , 1686 cm−1 , and 1658 cm−1 [Huber79].
Angular Momenta and Rotations
To describe the spectroscopic patterns of diatomic molecules and to model the molecule’s
behavior beyond vibrations, the various terms in the Hamiltonian are classified according
to their strength. [Lefebvre-Brion04] The CO molecule in the a3 Π state is well described
in the so-called Hund’s case (a) coupling case. This coupling case describes the situation
in which the dominating interaction is the electrostatic coupling of the electronic orbital
~ˆ of the unpaired electron to the internuclear axis z. In addition, but
angular momentum L
~ˆ is coupled to L
~ˆ and, of even
to a lower degree, the electronic spin angular momentum S
lower importance, is the interaction between nuclear rotation and electronic motion.
Unlike L, the total electron spin is a reasonably good quantum number S and its projections can take values Σ = (−S, −S + 1, . . . , S − 1, S) = (−1, 0, 1), while the expectation
~ˆ on the internuclear axis can take the value Λ = (−1, 1). The
values for the projections of L
ˆ
~ˆ with the
total angular momentum J~ is formed by the coupling of the nuclear rotation R
ˆ
~ˆ + L
~ˆ + S.
~ˆ The projection of J~ˆ on the internuclear
electronic angular momenta as J~ = R
axis z, Jˆz , has the eigenvalue Ω = |Λ + Σ| = (0, 1, 2) but all experiments presented here
ˆ
are done in the Ω = 1 manifold, so J = (Ω, Ω + 1, . . . ) = (1, 2, . . . ). The projection of J~ on
an external axis Z, JˆZ , are given the quantum number M = (−J, −J + 1, . . . , J − 1, J).
In general, the rotation of a three-dimensional body about an arbitrary axis can be
described using the 3×3 inertial matrix containing different moments and products of
inertia, which is uniquely defined by the mass distribution of the object relative to the
axes of rotation. When this matrix is diagonalized, the principal moments (IA , IB , IC ) and
principal axes (~a, ~b, ~c) of inertia are found. In the CO molecule, the moment of inertia
about the internuclear axis IA is zero, whereas the two moments through the center of
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mass, but perpendicular to the internuclear axis, are identical (IB = IC = I). This gives
rise to the rotational constant B =

~
4πcI

(in wavenumbers). With these moments of inertia

the CO molecule falls into the linear rotor category. In the |J, Ω, M i basis the total angular
momentum and its projections obey
ˆ
hJ, Ω, M | J~ 2 |J, Ω, M i = J(J + 1),
hJ, Ω, M | Jˆz |J, Ω, M i = Ω,

(2.4)

hJ, Ω, M | JˆZ |J, Ω, M i = M.
The true eigenfunctions of the system must simultaneously be eigenfunctions of the inversion operator E ∗ in free space, which inverts coordinates in the molecule frame. The
|J, Ω, M i wavefunctions are not eigenfunctions of E ∗ and their parity is not defined. Definite parity wavefunctions can be constructed from linear combinations of |J, Ω, M i and
|J, −Ω, M i states and are denoted with |J, Ω, M, i, including a parity index  = ±1.
It can be shown that the rotational energy spectrum of the rigid rotor is then given as
ERot = BJ(J + 1).

(2.5)

However, the vibrational potential is flattened when the molecule is in high rotational
states. This is known as centrifugal distortion and yields correction terms to be added to
the rotational energy as
ERot,CD = BJ(J + 1) − D [J(J + 1)]2 + H [J(J + 1)]3 − . . . ,

(2.6)

where D, H, . . . are the centrifugal distortion constants [Martin91]. Since the experiment
will be carried out in the |Ω| = 1 manifold of the a3 Π state the first rotational level is J = 1.
The energy differences between the first four neighboring rotational levels (J = 1, 2, 3, 4)
in the a3 Π1 , v = 0 state are 6.72 cm−1 , 10.1 cm−1 , and 13.5 cm−1 . In fact, the rotational
constants show also a weak dependence on v, which reduces the energy splittings slightly
in the v = 1 state to 6.65 cm−1 , 10.0 cm−1 , and 13.3 cm−1 [Huber79].
Stark Effect
The energy of a polar molecule in an electric field is described by the Hamiltonian ĤStark =
~E
~ = −|~µ||E|
~ cos Θ̂, the so-called Stark energy. The dipole moment µ
−µ̂
~ is defined as the
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expectation value of the orientation of the dipole operator, hµ
~ˆi. The direction of the dipole
moment is also defined as µ
~ = q~r = µ~z, where ~r points from the negative to the positive
~ = |E|
~ Z
~
charge q in the molecule and ~z is along the internuclear axis z. The electric field E
points along the external Z-axis.
Depending on the orientation of the quantum mechanical dipole there are basically
three cases how the dipole can behave in an inhomogeneous electric field. When the
~ the energy in the molecular quantum state
dipole moment µ
~ is oriented parallel to E,
decreases with increasing electric field strength. This is a high-field-seeking (hfs) state. If
the vectors are perpendicular, the energy will not change and the state is non-field-seeking
(nfs). In the last case, the vectors are anti-parallel and the energy increases with increasing
field strength. This state is called low-field-seeking (lfs). Only lfs states are used in the
experiments described in this thesis.
In order to calculate the behavior of a molecule in the electric field, the Stark energy is
treated as a perturbation. Thus, one can write
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + λĤStark
~ cos Θ̂.
= ĤEl + ĤVib + ĤRot − λ|~µ||E|

(2.7)

This leads to an expansion of the energy of the system in state |ni
En = En(0) + λEn(1) + λ2 En(2) + ...

(2.8)

The parameter n represents the quantum numbers defining the state of the system (electronic, vibrational and rotational part). Since the couplings between electronic and vibrational states via the Stark Hamiltonian are much weaker than for the rotational part (also
due to the larger energy separation between them), the quantum numbers J, Ω, M and
 are usually sufficient. The zeroth order term in the energy expansion En(0) is simply the
energy of the unperturbed system at zero electric field. The first order correction, which
is the most important contribution for low electric fields, is
En(1) = E (1) (J, Ω, M )
= hJ, Ω, M, 0 | ĤStark |J, Ω, M, i
~ hJ, Ω, M, 0 | cos Θ̂ |J, Ω, M, i .
= −|~µ||E|
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For states where 0 = , E (1) (J, Ω, M ) is zero because ĤStark is an odd function.1
The solution to Equation 2.9 using the direction cosine elements [Zare88] gives
~
E (1) (J, Ω, M ) = −|~µ||E|

MΩ
.
J(J + 1)

(2.10)

Corrections of order En(2) (coupling different values of J) and higher are omitted because
of their small effect in the fields used in the experiments (fields ≤ 5 kV/cm give at most
1% Stark energy difference for the a3 Π1 , v = 0, J = 1, M Ω = −1 lfs state). Altogether,
including the energy splitting between the different parity states (due to Λ-doublet splitting
EΛ ) to the Stark Hamiltonian (Ĥ = ĤSplit + ĤStark for each rotational level), for setting up
the eigenvalue problem in the |J, Ω, M, i basis one needs to solve the determinant equation
for the energy of the molecule in the field, EStark :
~ MΩ
− EStark
−|~µ||E|
J(J+1)
= 0.
−EΛ
MΩ
~
−|~µ||E| J(J+1)
−
E
Stark
2
EΛ
2

(2.11)

The solutions are found to be
v
u
u EΛ 2
t

EStark (J, Ω, M ) = ±

2

MΩ
~
+ |~µ||E|
J(J + 1)

!2

,

(2.12)

and the force acting on the molecule is
~ Stark .
F~ = −∇E

(2.13)

2.2.2 Ammonia
The geometrical structure of the ammonia molecule in the electronic ground state is not
planar because the nitrogen atom possesses a lone electron pair which distort the shape.
In fact, the structure has been determined to be pyramidal, where the base plane is defined
by the three hydrogen atoms forming an equilateral triangle [Townes75] and the nitrogen
atom sits in the apex of the pyramid. The symmetry axis of the molecule goes through
the center of the base and the nitrogen atom. The angle between this symmetry axis and
1

~E
~ = −µEz z is an odd function under space inversion because z → −z implies ĤStark →
ĤStark = −µ̂
−ĤStark . Therefore, the expectation value of ĤStark (Equation 2.9) using levels of the same parity
would vanish.
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one N–H bond axis is called the umbrella angle ρ (where, e.g., ρ = 0◦ would correspond
to a “closed umbrella” during sunshine and ρ ≈ 90◦ to an opened one during rain). The
potential V (ρ), describing the molecule’s energy as a function of the umbrella angle, is of
major importance for the description of the molecule’s Stark effect because it determines
the energy level separation between the interacting parity states for ammonia molecules in
an electric field. Vibrational oscillations in this potential are called umbrella modes (ν2 )
and are associated with the inversion of the molecule.
Inversion
Following [Townes75] the ground state vibrational behavior is determined from the potential V (ρ), showing a double minimum as seen in Figure 2.1, corresponding to the nitrogen
atom being on either of the sides of the base plane when in equilibrium. These equilibrium
positions appear at approximately ±22◦ from the planar (90◦ ) geometry (or ρ0 = 68◦ and
112◦ ). On either side the nitrogen oscillates around the equilibrium position with an energy
in the infrared region because of its zero point energy. However, because it does not cost
an infinite amount of energy to bring the nitrogen on the other side of the base plane the
potential height between the two minima is finite. Quantum mechanical tunneling through
this 2023 cm−1 high barrier at ρ = 90◦ allows the molecule to switch between the two
configurations even in the ground state with an energy less than 2023 cm−1 . This inversion
happens at a rate in the microwave frequency region for the lowest vibrational state and
leads to an energy splitting between its substates.
The appearance of the inversion splitting can also be understood by first considering
the potential well to be infinitely high and then lowering it to a finite value. For the
infinitely high well the nitrogen would be perfectly localized on one side of the base plane.
The system would then be described with the two wave functions |Ψl i and |Ψr i, having
degenerate energy levels. Now, lowering the potential well, there is a nonzero component of
each wave function also on the other side. Similarly to CO the true wave functions |ΨInv i
must be eigenfunctions of the inversion operator as well, which can be expressed as linear
superpositions of |Ψl i and |Ψr i in the form
1
|Ψ0 i = √ (|Ψl i + |Ψr i)
2
1
|Ψ1 i = √ (|Ψl i − |Ψr i) .
2
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Figure 2.1: Inversion of 14 ND3 , one of the molecule used in the experiment. Splittings and
umbrella angles are exaggerated for clarity and are not to scale. The values are
taken from References [Swalen62, Špirko83].
Since these functions have a different probability amplitude (especially in the region around
the barrier), they are not necessarily expected to have the same energy, which is indeed
the case. The symmetric wave function |Ψ0 i has a lower energy than the antisymmetric
f
f
|Ψ1 i. Correspondingly, the vibronic ground states are called X(ν
Inv = 0) and X(νInv = 1).

As turns out from elaborate calculations [Townes75] the inversion splitting is very sensitive on the reduced mass of the system. The reduced mass is larger for 14 ND3 compared to
14

NH3 and decreases the splitting of the vibrational ground state from 0.79 cm−1 in 14 NH3

to 0.053 cm−1 in

14

ND3 [Swalen62]. This turns out to be advantageous for trapping in

weak electric fields because then the Stark energy rises faster with electric field strength,
see Subsection 2.2.1. This is the main reason why

14

ND3 is the preferred isotopologue in

this experiment.
Rotation
In ammonia, one principal axis of inertia coincides with the symmetry axis of the molecule
and its moment of inertia is called IC . The other two moments of inertia, IA and IB are
equal and smaller than IC . This is typical for oblate symmetric tops [Townes75]. The
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energy levels of the symmetric top are determined from the Hamiltonian
2
ˆ
ĤRot = B J~ 2 + (C − B)Jˆz ,

where C =

~
4πcIC

and B =

~
4πcIB

(2.15)

(in wavenumbers) denote the rotational constants. The

rotational eigenenergies are given by
ERot (J, K, M ) = BJ(J + 1) + (C − B)K 2 .

(2.16)

The quantum number K is the eigenvalue of the projection of the total angular momentum
ˆ
on the internuclear axis z, J~z . Symmetrized eigenfunctions |J, K, M, i are analogously
obtained as for CO. These eigenenergies are only approximately true for low values of J.
For higher rotational quantum numbers J the vibrational potential flattens due to effects
like centrifugal distortion. To correct the rotational energies, additional terms are added
in a power series like form. The energies then become
ERot,CD (J, K, M ) = BJ(J +1)+(C −B)K 2 −DJ [J(J +1)]2 −DJK J(J +1)K 2 −DK K 4 +. . .
(2.17)
with parameters DJ,JK,K ≈ 10−6 B. [Martin91] The lowest rotational energy level of the
14

ND3 isotopologue are plotted in Figure 2.2(a). It can be seen how the rotational energy

is lowered for increasing values of K due to the oblate structure of the molecule. The
energy level most relevant to the experiment is the lowest level showing first order Stark
effect, the |J = 1, K = 1i level.
Stark Effect
The calculation of the Stark energy of the ammonia molecule is similar to the CO calculation, except that the angular momentum along the symmetry axis is now described by
the quantum number K rather than by Ω. Then, first order perturbation yields
~
E (1) (J, K, M ) = −|~µ||E|

MK
.
J(J + 1)

(2.18)

This perturbation couples the two inversion doublet components for each value of J because
these are the closest levels of different parity. The form of the Stark energy of the levels
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Figure 2.2: Energy levels of the 14 ND3 ammonia isotopologue. (a) Rotational manifold up
to J = 3 for the lowest two inversion states. The inversion splitting is exaggerated and the constants for the calculation are taken from Reference [Fusina86].
(b) Stark effect of the |J = 1, K = 1i rotational state. The Stark energy is
much smaller than the energy difference between the rotational states for the
field strengths achievable on the chip (1 cm−1 ≈ 30 GHz).
in the field is similar as well:
EStark (J, K, M ) = ±

v
u
u EInv 2
t

2

~ MK
+ |~µ||E|
J(J + 1)

!2

(2.19)

with EInv the inversion doublet energy splitting in ammonia. The lowest populated level
with a first order Stark effect is the |J = 1, K = 1i rotational level, higher rotational levels
have a low population.
The Stark energy of the

14

ND3 ammonia molecule for the |ν2 = 0, J = 1, K = 1i levels

is shown in Figure 2.2(b). The figure shows the Stark energy in comparably low electric
fields (a few kV/cm), typical for the fields obtained on the chip. The upper as well as the
lower state splits into M K = 0 and ±1 which behave differently. The M K = 0 levels show
no first order Stark effect, whereas the M K = −1 and M K = +1 levels shift up or down in
energy, respectively, with increasing electric field. Significant deviations from this picture
would arise at higher electric fields where couplings to neighboring rotational levels come
into play. Interactions with other levels are expected to be weak because the energy shift
of ≤ 2 GHz (0.067 cm−1 ) is much less than the energy difference to any perturbing level
from the rotational manifold which is on the order of at least a few cm−1 .
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the experimental setup. A molecular beam is generated with a
pulsed valve, and is skimmed before the manipulation on the chip occurs. In
case of CO, the molecules are excited with a 206 nm laser before the chip. After
on-chip manipulation, detection occurs in a time-of-flight (TOF) setup.

2.3 Experimental Setup
The vacuum apparatus consists of a source chamber and a main chamber separated by a
1 mm diameter skimmer. Both chambers are pumped by turbomolecular pumps (1×520 l/s
for the source chamber, 2 × 260 l/s for the main chamber) backed by a membrane pump.
Under normal operating conditions, the pressure in the source chamber is approximately
10−5 mbar and the pressure in the main chamber is between 10−7 mbar and 10−6 mbar. The
source chamber contains the molecular beam source (the pulsed valve), whereas the main
chamber contains an excitation laser in the case of CO, the molecule chip manipulation
region and a detection setup (laser and TOF spectrometer). For an overview see Figure 2.3.

2.3.1 Molecular Beam
A supersonic molecular beam is produced by expanding a gas mixture of a noble gas with
CO through the nozzle of a modified General Valve Series 99 (Parker). The temperature
of the valve’s body is controlled with a flow of nitrogen, whose temperature is stabilized to
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Figure 2.4: Supersonic expansion of a gas from a reservoir into the vacuum chamber. The
velocity distribution along the expansion axis (Z) is converted from a broad
distribution with average of 0 m/s to a narrow distribution with nonzero average
velocity. The beam is skimmed before reaching the experiment.
the desired value between 100 and 300 K using a PID controller. The cooling is achieved
by contact with a liquid nitrogen bath, while the heater is an electric resistor. The valve
is opened for approximately 100 µs and the whole experiment runs at a repetition rate of
10 Hz. While leaving the valve, the mean free path of the atoms and molecules is much
smaller than the nozzle diameter. Therefore, many collisions take place and the rapid,
adiabatic expansion cools the molecular beam. Soon after the molecules have left the
valve, the cooling process is interrupted and no collisions take place anymore. Typically,
the following final temperatures are obtained: translation ≤1 K, rotation 5 K and vibration
50 K. The reasons for the different temperatures of the different degrees of freedom are the
different relaxation rates. The translational relaxation rate is the highest because there is
a continuum of energy states available. The rotational relaxation rate is somehow lower
because the energy levels are quantized but the energy separation is small. [Strekalov95]
Thus translations and rotations couple rather well. The vibrational relaxation rate is lower
predominantly because the energy separation between vibrational states is typically much
higher. For an illustration of the expansion see Figure 2.4.
When using a high pressure in the valve reservoir and when the hole of the valve is
much larger than the mean free path of the molecules which is the case in the experiment
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the continuum model of the gas flow may be applied. [Morse96] The gas dynamics can
be described using a continuous mass distribution rather than treating the gas as a set of
individual particles. This means that the gas flow during the expansion can be treated
as adiabatic and isentropic, to a good approximation. Then, the sum of the enthalpy
H(Z) = U + pV (internal energy U of the atoms/molecules and energy stored in the
reservoir pV ) and the kinetic energy of the flowing gas is
1
H(Z) + mv 2 (Z) = constant,
2

(2.20)

where Z is the expansion axis and v(Z) the average flow velocity along this axis. The
initial enthalpy depends on the temperature of the gas in the valve reservoir, T0 . The flow
velocity is then ultimately limited by the conversion of the whole enthalpy of the gas in
the reservoir H(T0 ) into velocity which yields
s

vmax =

2H(T0 )
.
m

(2.21)

Therefore, the final maximum possible velocity is inversely proportional to the square root
of the mass. In the experiments presented in this thesis, molecular beams of light molecules
(m = 20 amu for

14

ND3 and m = 28 amu for

12

CO) were produced and a pure beam of

either of these molecules has a speed of approximately 1000 m/s at 300 K.
In the experiments, the molecular beam’s velocity is reduced linearly during deceleration,
but the kinetic energy reduces quadratically with the velocity. Therefore, the slower the
initial molecular beam can be, the easiest the experiment will be. Since the operation takes
place in the high source pressure regime, the properties of a gas mixture can be described to
a good approximation by the weighted averages of the enthalpies and masses. [Morse96] A
20% mixture of ammonia in xenon leads to a maximum velocity of approximately 350 m/s
at 300 K. At 200 K the velocity drops to approximately 300 m/s.
The lowest speed and temperature that can be obtained are limited by clustering in
the beam. Clustering releases latent heat that heats up the rest of the beam and reduces
the number of free molecules. As it depends on the polarizability and temperature of the
constituents of the molecular beam, optimal conditions for beams of different molecules
are found by empirically choosing different carrier gases and valve temperatures.
Typically, mixtures of 20% CO in Kr at 140 K or 20% ND3 in Xe at 203 K were used,
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which both give a final beam speed of approximately 330 m/s. The pressure of the gas
mixture in the valve is 2 bar (absolute). Krypton and xenon are inert noble gas atoms,
which means they are not expected to interact chemically with the sample molecules. Also,
they do not disturb the detection process. The carrier gas atoms and the seed molecules
have a very similar velocity distribution after the many collisions between each other despite
the different masses. Since the velocity of the particles is faster than the local speed of
sound, the beam is called supersonic.
CO Excitation
After the cooling of the gas mixture through supersonic expansion, the CO molecules
occupy only the lowest few rotational levels of the X 1 Σ+ , v = 0 ground state. These
levels show only a small Stark energy change in the fields producible on the chip. To
reach a state with larger Stark energy an excitation to the electronically excited state
a3 Π1 , v = 0, J = 1 (+) ← X 1 Σ+ , v = 0, N = 1 (−) is performed. This level shows an
order of magnitude larger Stark energy shift compared to the ground state because in
addition to the small energy splitting between the neighboring different parity states it
has a much larger dipole moment of 1.375 Debye [Wicke72, Woods88]. The spin-orbit
manifold with |Ω| = 1 is selected, because transitions to these levels are more than 40
times more intense than transitions to the other spin-orbit components [Gilijamse07]. The
particular transition used is the so-called Q2 (1) transition, where Q implies ∆J=0, where
the subindex indicates the spin-orbit manifold with Ω = 1 in the final state, and where (1)
means that the transition started from N = 1. The two different parity components of the
a3 Π1 , v = 0, J = 1 state are split by only 394 MHz in zero field due to the Λ-doubling; the
upper one (+) is lfs and the lower one (−) is hfs. The parity must change in this Q2 (1),
dictated by the selection rules of an electric dipole transition. Since the ground state has
spin S = 0 and the excited state has spin S = 1, strictly this transition would not be
allowed because the spin must be preserved in an electric dipole excitation. In reality the
a3 Π triplet state is slightly mixed with the A1 Π singlet state through spin-orbit-interaction,
giving the a3 Π1 ← X 1 Σ+ transition some intensity. Molecules in this state are metastable
with a radiative lifetime of 2.6 ms [Gilijamse07], long enough for the experiments. For
further details about the transition see References [Meek10, Jongma97].
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UV-Laser System (OPO)
Technically, the aforementioned transition is induced via absorption of laser photons of
206 nm wavelength. The laser has a typical energy of approximately 1 mJ in a 5 ns long
pulse. The beam is focused to reach a higher fluence, exciting more molecules in the
molecular beam. The bandwidth of approximately 200 MHz (FWHM) allows one to excite
only the upper (lfs) Λ-doublet component of the a3 Π1 , v = 0, J = 1 state.
To generate the 206 nm light a pulsed Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm is used (Spectra Physics
QuantaRay Pro Series) as the primary source of laser light which is split in two parts.
The first part is frequency doubled to 266 nm in a BBO crystal (single pass) and travels
through an optical delay line for later temporal and spatial overlap with the converted
second part. The second part of the 532 nm beam pumps an optical parametric oscillator
cavity (OPO) with two KTP crystals, providing a 917 nm and a 1267 nm beam of which
only the first is used. The output beam characteristics of the OPO is determined by
the phase matching bandwidth of the crystals, the seed light, and the cavity modes. To
control the output frequency of the OPO it is injection seeded using a commercial cw diode
laser system (Toptica DL 100 Pro) at 917 nm. Both parts, the 266 nm and the 917 nm
beam, are overlapped and in a further BBO crystal the final 206 nm pulse is obtained by
sum frequency generation. This beam is then used to excite the CO molecules into the
metastable CO∗ (a3 Π1 ) state. The layout of the laser is shown in Figure 2.5, which is a
replica of the laser described in [Velarde10].
The most notable difference from the original design is the locking mechanism. In the
original design, in each experimental cycle the OPO cavity’s resonance position was determined and it was held at this resonance during the IR pulse generation with the pump
beam. In this setup the cavity length is held at resonance using a small periodic modulation
of the cavity length (10 mV peak-to-peak at 1013 Hz added to the DC piezo voltage controlling one cavity mirror’s position) which provides an error signal for a lock-in-amplifier.
The lock-in determines the deviation from resonance and provides a compensating output
signal to the piezo crystal, effectively stabilizing the cavity length to a fixed multiple of
the seeding wavelength.
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Figure 2.5: OPO laser layout for CO excitation. The 532 nm pump light (green) is split to
generate 266 nm light (blue) and to pump the OPO cavity to generate 917 nm
light (red). The latter are combined to produce 206 nm light (purple) for CO
excitation. P and S represent the polarizations of the laser beams. [Abel12a]

2.3.2 Traps for Molecules on a Chip
The Chip and Electric Fields
Because inhomogeneous electric fields can exert forces on electric dipoles, one might trap
molecules by forming a potential minimum using such fields. For hfs states this potential
would be created by a maximum of electric field in all directions, for lfs states by a minimum
of electric field.2
To trap molecules in lfs quantum states, electric field minima are created on a microchip.
A design for trapping molecules on a microchip was first presented in 2008 by Meek et al.
[Meek08] and only minor improvements have been made ever since. The chip consists
of a glass plate with gold microelectrodes on the surface to which voltages are applied.
Specifically, the electrode design consists of an array of equidistant, parallel, gold electrodes,
each of which is 4 mm long, 10 µm wide and approximately 100 nm high. They are
deposited onto a 1 mm thick glass plate with a center-to-center spacing of 40 µm. This
structure is periodically extended over 74 mm. Each electrode is electrically connected
2

A maximum of electric field in all directions is not possible [Wing84].
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Figure 2.6: The microchip and applied voltages to the electrodes. The center region contains the 4 mm long wires creating the traps. The phase of the voltage waveform
is indicated for each of the 6 pads connected to the center wires. The image is
adapted from Reference [Meek08].
to the electrodes that are an integer multiple of six positions further, i.e., the electric
field repeats itself every 240 µm. A picture of the chip is shown in Figure 2.6. The
operation principle relies on the superposition of electric fields created by the electrodes on
the chip. When two dipolar fields with different length scales and opposite directions are
superimposed, a minimum of the electric field strength is created. The minimum is located
at the point where the long-range dipole that dominates far from the surface is canceled by
the short-range dipole that dominates close to the surface. When appropriate potentials
are applied to the electrodes, these dipole fields are created and an array of tubular electric
field geometries is formed. Each tube of the array has a length of 4 mm and a diameter
of 20 µm, shows a minimum of electric field strength at a height of approximately 25 µm
above the surface and is spaced 120 µm from its neighbors along the Z-direction. Using
different sets of voltages these minima can be placed anywhere along the Z-axis. The
electric field distribution of one such trap can be seen in Figure 2.7. The figure shows a
cut of the trap field in the Y -Z plane using peak-to-peak voltages up to UChip = 240 V.
From the minimum the electric field strength rises in both directions until it reaches the
saddle point at 5.6 kV/cm (Y ≈ 46 µm), determining the effective trap height.
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Figure 2.7: Electric field strength of one trap created above the surface of the chip. In
addition to the color code, contours are indicated which start from 0.5 kV/cm
and have 0.5 kV/cm spacing. The minimum has 0 kV/cm field strength, the
saddle point is found at 5.6 kV/cm.

2.3.3 Microtraps for Polar Molecules
In the supersonic beam of either CO or ammonia, only the lowest few rotational levels
of the vibrational and electronic ground state are populated. To achieve a reasonably
deep trap for these molecules on the chip they need to be in a quantum state with a
large enough Stark effect. This is achieved for

12

CO molecules by exciting them to the

a3 Π1 |v = 0, J = 1, M Ω = −1i level. For ammonia the lowest rotational level with first
order Stark effect is the |νInv = 1, J = 1, K = 1i level in the electronic ground state, which
is low-field-seeking. The Stark effect is different for different isotopologues of ammonia
~ Chip together
in this quantum state though. The electric field distribution on the chip E
~ Chip ) defines the trapping potential according to
with the Stark effect with energy EStark (E
Equations 2.12 and 2.19. In the case for ammonia in the aforementioned quantum state,
this yields:
EStark (J = 1, M K = −1) ∝

v
u
2
u
u EInv
t
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For the different isotopologues the major difference for EStark is in their inversion splitting
EInv . This splitting for
for

14

14

ND3 is 1.59 GHz [Fusina86], for

15

ND3 1.43 GHz [Fusina91], and

NH3 23.7 GHz [Špirko83]. For CO, the same formula holds, but with M Ω = −1

and EΛ instead of M K = −1 and EInv . The Λ-doublet splitting in the aforementioned
state of

12

CO is 0.394 GHz [Field72]. With approximately 1.4–1.5 D the electric dipole

moments µ of CO and the ammonia isotopologues are similar. A graphical comparison of
the resulting Stark energy shift for CO and for two ammonia isotopologues are shown in
Figure 2.8(a). As can be seen, the Stark energy shift for 12 CO and 14 ND3 are rather similar,
for 14 NH3 it is relatively weak in fields up to a few kV/cm. The Stark energy curve for the
15

ND3 isotopologue lies between the

12

CO and

14

ND3 curve because the energy splitting

lies between the value of these two (and it has the same dipole moment as

14

ND3 ). Since

the difference in energy is anyway small between these two isotopologues, it is not shown
in the figure. The effective trapping potential for this state of the

14

ND3 isotopologue as a

function of Y and Z is shown in Figure 2.9.
To better visualize the different trap shapes for different species, a cut through the
minimum at Z =0 µm of the trapping potential is shown in Figure 2.8(b). For a peak-topeak voltage of 240 V applied to the chip electrodes, the trap depth is approximately 87 mK
for

12

CO, 70 mK for

14

ND3 but only approximately 8 mK for

14

NH3 . Since the trapping

potentials for 12 CO and 14 ND3 are relatively similar, also the amount of trapped molecules
is expected to be similar for these two species. CO has been shown to work with the
chip and with other decelerators before. Even though ammonia was never trapped on the
chip before,

14

ND3 was already successfully manipulated and trapped with electric fields

in various experiments [Bethlem00, Bethlem02, vanVeldhoven06, Zieger12].

14

NH3 was

also trapped [Quintero-Pérez13], even if its Stark effect is smaller. These successes clearly
indicate that trapping on the chip of these ammonia isotopologues should be feasible.
Harmonicity of the Traps Figure 2.10 shows the trapping potential for 12 CO and 14 ND3
along lines through the electric field minimum for the highest usable voltage on the chip
so far (240 V). In addition, quadratic fits to the bottom of these potentials are shown,
which highlight the area where the trap can be treated as rather harmonic. In the area
of approximately −4 µm < Z < 4 µm and 18 µm < Y < 28 µm the trap for ammonia
is fairly harmonic for the given voltage of 240 V applied to the chip electrodes. For CO
the area of approximately −2 µm < Z < 2 µm and 23 µm < Z < 26.5 µm fits well to
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of the Stark effect and trap depths of three different molecules.
(a) Stark effect of 12 CO a3 Π1 |v = 0, J = 1, M Ω = −1i, 14 ND3 and 14 NH3
f |ν
X
(b) Cut through the trapping potential at
Inv = 1, J = 1, M K = −1i.
Z =0 µm for the three species. The temperature scale is given as EStark /kB .
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Figure 2.10: Comparison between the calculated and harmonic trapping potentials for
12
CO and 14 ND3 in lfs states using 240 V waveforms. (a) Stark energy curve
along the Y -direction of the trap going directly through the minimum (set to
be Z = 0 µm). Harmonic potentials are shown which fit the region close to
the minimum. Deviations occur for CO on both sides of the minimum, for
ammonia only on the side of the saddle point for the shown energy range.
(b) Stark energy curve for the Z-direction and through the minimum. The
bottom part is fit by different harmonic potentials compared to (a).
the harmonic potential. Outside the harmonic region the trap is quite linear, except close
to the saddle point. Since the electric field scales approximately linearly with distance
from the minimum the larger doublet splitting in ammonia leads to a larger quadratic
distance dependence of the Stark energy, thus the larger harmonic area. The threshold
electric field, where the Stark energy scales rather linearly with electric field rather than
~ = ESplit /µ (µ - electric dipole moment). It is 2.1 kV/cm for 14 ND
quadratic is above |E|
3

and 0.56 kV/cm for

12

CO. For lower voltages the harmonic region is getting larger for both

molecules because the threshold electric field is reached farther away from the minimum.
Guiding and Deceleration
Previously only DC voltages were considered to create and position the traps. However,
these tubular traps can also be moved smoothly over the surface of the chip along the Zdirection, if the voltages applied to the electrodes are varied sinusoidally in time. Three of
the six voltages remain always positive, the other three always negative. Typical peak-topeak amplitudes of these sine waves are on the order of 200 V and reach up to 240 V. The
phases of the sinusoidal voltage waveforms are shifted by ±120◦ relative to the neighboring
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two electrodes for each polarity set of voltages (positive, negative). With a period length
of 120 µm, a frequency of 2.5 MHz will be needed for a trap to travel at a speed of 300 m/s.
The chip is oriented such that the molecules from the supersonic beam will fly parallel over
the surface but perpendicular to the microtraps. When the traps are moved at the speed of
the molecular beam (≈ 300 m/s) some lfs molecules with the right position and velocity can
be trapped. If the traveling speed of the traps is unchanged the molecules will be guided
smoothly across the surface of the chip. At the very end of the electrode region each trap
rapidly opens up and releases the molecules, letting them expand ballistically. To filter
out molecules that cannot be trapped at all because their position over the surface is too
high(higher than the saddle point), two razor blades are installed, one at the beginning and
one at the end of the chip. They allow only heights up to 70 µm over the chip surface. Lfs
molecules finding themselves in between the traps or above the saddle point will experience
a force away from the chip surface since the fields are getting weaker with distance from
the surface. High-field-seekers will be attracted to the high fields at the surface. Non-fieldseekers (M = 0 states) are strictly spoken weakly high-field-seeking due to higher order
effects. Over the whole length of the chip the small forces they will experience will be
enough to attract many of them to the chip surface as well. A few will still find their way
through the exit slit and will lead to a broad background signal.
Since the velocity of traveling is controlled by the frequency, a continuous sweep towards
lower frequencies will lead to smooth deceleration of trapped molecules. The minima
themselves keep the same shape during the whole deceleration process. However, for a
molecule captured in a trap the effective potential changes during the deceleration because
in the accelerated frame of reference of the molecule a pseudo potential UPseudo = −m ·
a · Z is added to the trap potential (m - mass of molecule, a - amount of acceleration,
Z - longitudinal position). This pseudo potential distorts the trap seen by the molecule,
lowering the trap depth and therewith the number of trapped molecules. It is even possible
that the trap does not exist anymore because it opens up if a is too high. Accelerations
of approximately |a| ≤ 1 µm/µs2 ≈ 105 g can be applied. [Meek10] This makes it possible
to bring molecules loaded from a supersonic beam to a standstill after a few cm of flight
distance over the chip.
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Amplifiers and Waveform Generation
Creating electric fields for static trapping on the chip is an easy task because the needed DC
voltages of up to ±300 V can easily be generated by commercially available devices. For the
traps to move with a constant velocity the voltage waveforms need to oscillate sinusoidally
with a frequency in the range of 0–3 MHz, depending on the chosen velocity. Generating
good voltage waveforms in this amplitude range with such frequencies (requiring slew
rates up to 5 kV/µs) and driving a capacitive load of approximately 180 pF (the chip and
connecting cables) is a nontrivial task though. This problem was approached before and
the voltage amplifiers used are briefly described in Reference [Meek10]. Nevertheless the
quality of the waveforms was bad at high voltages and frequencies because of the insufficient
slew rate and the appearance of harmonics of the fundamental sine wave which distort the
sinusoidal waveform. The waveforms started to get rather triangular instead of sinusoidal
at higher voltages which leads to increased trap loss due to an increased jittering of the
generated traps.
In a new approach better waveforms were generated using a different electronics design
by taking transistors as waveform amplifiers. These amplifiers are based on a class A type
design, which means that the transistors are held at their operating point for the whole
time during operation by applying an offset voltage. Generally this is an energetically
inefficient but well performing scheme. Due to the large thermal dissipation in this scheme
the use of the chosen power transistors and power resistors would not be possible because
the cooling would be insufficient. The fact that the experiments are performed in only a
small fraction of time (at most 5–10 ms) during each experimental cycle of 100 ms implies
that the amplifiers will be operated with at most 10% on-time, which drastically reduces
the heat dissipation.
A schematic overview of the electronic design is shown in Figure 2.11. The amplifiers
are basically consisting of a power MOSFET transistor in common source configuration
together with a power resistor, and are designed and built by Thomas Zehentbauer of
the Fritz Haber Institute’s Electronics Workshop. The voltage U1 represents the offset
input voltage, which is initially generated on a computer before it is stored on an Acquitek
DA8150 arbitrary waveform generator card (AWG) for output to the amplifier inputs. It
provides an output signal between ±1 V, has a resolution of 12 bit and a sampling rate
of 150 MS/s for each of its channels. The inputs are amplified up to 300 V peak-to-peak
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Figure 2.11: Description of the amplifiers used for generating the voltage waveforms for the
chip. (a) Simplified circuit diagram of the amplifiers. (b) Relation between
the output voltage UChip and the input voltage U1 for a range of given supply
voltages U2 . The chosen voltage U2 = 480 V shows the largest output voltage
range and is reasonably linear. The two sine waves indicate typical inputs
and outputs and illustrate the amplification. The simulations in figure (b) are
performed by Thomas Zehentbauer.
voltage UChip by using the supply voltage U2 = 480 V. Since the output will be in the range
of 50 . . . 350 V, it will be shifted down by −50 V to 0 . . . 300 V for the 3 positive channels
and by −350 V to the −300 . . . 0 V range for the 3 negative channels, which is not shown in
the figure. The usable bandwidth lies between 0 and approximately 5 MHz for an output
power drop of up to −3 dB. The harmonic distortion of the signal, due to the appearance
of integer multiples of the fundamental frequency in the output signal, is an important
quality criterion for the output signal because it is partially responsible for the jittering
of the microtraps and in effect for trap loss. The velocity of the trap minimum due to
jittering can be substantially larger than the molecular motion inside the trap (≈ 100 m/s
compared to ≈ 5–10 m/s). The harmonic distortion, measured in voltage amplitude terms,
is at most 1% for input frequencies of up to 3 MHz (360 m/s trap speed) and is better for
lower frequencies than for higher ones. This is much better than the approximately 3–7%
from the previous amplifier design [Meek11b].
Another version of these amplifiers with the same basic design has been built for the ring
chip project, explained in Chapter 6. The voltage output range of this version is increased
up to ±600 V for each of its 8 channels by employing a different transistor (STW9N150),
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but the frequency range needs to extend only up to 600 kHz to reach a trap speed of
360 m/s because the trap period is larger than for the original chip. Due to a lack of
functioning ring chip samples it could not be used for experiments so far.

2.4 Detection
For the low number of neutral molecules used in the experiment to produce a measurable
signal, a microchannel plate (MCP) detector is used to amplify it. For the MCP to achieve
a gain in signal on the order of 106 to 107 a particle must trigger a cascade of electron
emissions inside the MCP after impinging on the surface of its channels. Since a high
(kinetic) energy particle is more likely to trigger such an event, accelerated ions or electrons
are used which can be obtained from the molecules to be detected.
Metastable CO molecules can be detected in two ways. The first is by electron release via
Auger-deexcitation [Penning27, Marbach11] at a metal or semiconductor surface, e.g. inside
a channel of the MCP detector, and the second is by ionization via REMPI [Ashfold94]
(resonance enhanced multi-photon ionization). The REMPI method is often the better
choice primarily due to its quantum-state-selectivity and ionization efficiency. The Auger
detection, with an electron release probability of approximately 1% [Meek10] at a gold
surface (much less than the typical REMPI ionization probability), has the advantage that
the complete arrival time distribution can be recorded in each cycle of the experiment.
The Auger method is relatively straight forward, simply letting the excited CO molecules
impinge on a gold surface. The CO molecules have, due to the excitation with the UV
laser, an internal energy of approximately 6 eV. One electron will be in a higher orbital
than any of the occupied orbitals before excitation. This leaves a lower lying orbital
unoccupied. When the CO molecules are very close to the gold surface it is possible that
a conduction band electron from the gold surface tunnels into the low lying unoccupied
energy level. The energy released by this process can be transferred to the excited state
electron, which in turn leaves the molecule with some kinetic energy. It is also possible
that the 6 eV excitation energy is transferred to the electrons in the metal. If the energy
needed to promote them above the metallic ionization potential (Fermi energy less than
6 eV below ionization point) an electron can be released from there. The released electrons
are transferred to an MCP with the help of static electric fields, in which they are multiplied
and finally measured. This effectively allows for time-resolved detection of the molecules
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at the point of the detector surface.
The other possible method for detecting neutral molecules is via REMPI ionization,
normally performed with a pulsed laser. The ionization occurs in several steps since the
energy per photon is not enough to ionize the molecules directly by single-photon absorption. Therefore, at least two photons need to be absorbed by the molecule for ionization.
This may seem like a disadvantage because the subsequent or simultaneous absorption of
many photons is less likely than for single-photon absorption. The advantages of using an
excitation to an intermediate state in the molecule are that the photon generation is simplified since this is easier for lower energy photons in general. Furthermore, the excitation to a
particular state acts as a state selector for ionization which enables quantum state specific
detection. Also, the probability of ionization is larger using subsequent absorption of photons compared to simultaneous absorption because the lifetime of the intermediate state
allows for the absorption of the following photon(s) for a longer period of time. After the
ionization occurred, the molecular ions are transferred to an MCP for their measurement
via static electric fields, effectively generating a time-of-flight mass spectrum.
For CO, the metastable molecules are first excited with one photon of 283 nm wavelength
on the b3 Σ+ , v = 0 ← a3 Π1 , v = 0 band. A further photon of the same wavelength (from
the same laser) will subsequently ionize the molecule. This (1+1)REMPI process will
leave the electron-ion system with an excess energy of approximately 0.8 eV. Details about
detection methods for CO can be found in Reference [Jongma97].
The ammonia molecules are ionized via a (2+1)REMPI process directly from the ground
state. A first two-photon process excites the ammonia molecules via the transition Be ←
f [Ashfold88]. The subsequent absorption of a photon from the same laser ionizes the
X

molecules. The resulting cations are measured with an MCP in the same way as the CO
ions. To excite a molecule in a two-photon process, the selection rules of an electric dipole
transition require that the states connected in the transition have the same parity. In this
way molecules in different parity states can be ionized independently. Molecules in the lfs
negative parity state in the ground state can be ionized via a rovibrational state ν2 = 5
with negative parity of the electronically excited Be state. The transition scheme is
14

E

E

0
0
14
f ν
e 0
ND3 X,
ND+
Inv = 1, J = 1, K = 1, (−) → B, ν2 = 5, J = 3, K = 2, (−) →
3.
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REMPI Laser Setup
To generate the UV photons for REMPI detection an Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm (Innolas
Spitlight 1200, 300 mJ per pulse, 5 ns long) pumps a dye laser (Radiant Dyes NarrowScan).
The dye laser produces 566 nm light using Rhodamine 6G dye, which gets frequency
doubled to 283 nm and focused with a 30 cm lens for CO REMPI. For ammonia a 317 nm
beam is created in the same way as compared to CO, but using DCM Special dye. The
beam gets focused with a 15 cm focal length lens because the (2+1)REMPI process can
only be saturated with a higher fluence. Both outputs have an energy of approximately
10 mJ per pulse, are 5 ns long and have a bandwidth on the order of 0.1 cm−1 . The narrow
bandwidth and high fluence of the focused beams allow for efficient quantum state specific
detection.

2.4.1 Ammonia Detection Setup
Time-of-Flight Setup
The REMPI method efficiently ionizes molecules and the detection of these ions is relatively
straightforward, which makes this detection method well suited for the detection of neutral
molecules. However, because on the chip only a few molecules are trapped, to obtain a
high amount of signal it is important to detect as many of them as possible. To achieve
this the detection setup needs to account for several constraints.
First, since the density of the molecules is decreased the farther the molecules fly freely
after the chip, measurements should be performed as close as possible to its end. Therefore,
the TOF plates creating the electric field for extracting the ions were moved as close as
possible to this position.
Second, the trap geometry confines the molecules to a thin plane above the chip, being
only approximately 20 µm in height in the direction perpendicular to the chip surface. In
this direction the size of the laser beam only needs to be on this order of magnitude. This
is achieved with an f = +15 cm UV fused silica lens. Given the beam size at the lens and
assuming it to be Gaussian, the focus should be on the order of 10 µm FWHM. In practice,
the beam is not perfectly Gaussian and the focus should be slightly larger, fitting the size
of the traps relatively well. The minimum detection distance is 6 mm from the end of the
chip making it possible to ionize the molecules approximately 20 µs after leaving the traps
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Figure 2.12: Drawing of the TOF setup to detect ammonia molecules. The molecules are
flying over the chip surface from the right and pass through the first two
plates of this TOF setup (U1 = 0 V, U2 = +300 V, but the exact voltage
is not critical). A UV laser, indicated by a blue spot, ionizes the molecules.
The ions are accelerated towards the attractor plate (U3 = 0 V) and the MCP
detector. The distance to the detector is not drawn to scale. Electric fields
are indicated under the setup.
at a typical guiding velocity of 300 m/s. The molecule cloud expands only several tens
of µm in 20 µs, giving still a good geometrical match with the ionizing laser. Since the size
of the beam is on the order of the size of one trap, the number of molecules measured per
cycle will be on the order of the number of molecules per trap, which is about 10 molecules,
given a typical number density of 107 cm−3 .
Third, the first two-photon step in the (2+1)REMPI of ammonia is relatively inefficient
compared to a single-photon transition. To achieve a high ionization efficiency a high
fluence (laser energy per area) must be achieved, which is obtained using the focusing lens.
To get a homogeneous field distribution in the TOF zone as well as to be able to measure
close to the chip, the holes in the TOF plates close to the chip are covered with a wire
mesh. The more homogeneous electric field distribution with the meshes comes at the
disadvantage that it reduces the number of molecules which will enter the TOF zone and,
therefore, at the disadvantage of a slightly reduced signal.
A drawing of the TOF detector is shown in Figure 2.12. Molecules fly over the surface of
the chip from right to left and exit through the slit at its end. After a short flight of 6 mm
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the molecules will be found between the TOF repeller and attractor plates. The laser is
positioned very close after the repeller, only approximately 1 mm behind it, to ionize the
molecules as early as possible after the chip. The electric field the ions experience points
along the positive Z-direction, accelerating the ions towards the MCP detector. In the
figure this electric field is indicated under the plates. The Z-component of the electric
field is basically constant in the beginning, leading to a constant push on the ions away
from the repeller. The field and with it the force on the ions is getting lower towards the
attractor and goes almost to zero quickly after the plates. There the ions will drift towards
the detector, positioned approximately 200 mm behind from the point of ionization.
Time-of-Flight Profile
The arrival time of an ion in a TOF setup is determined by the quick acceleration of the
ion in the electric field and the subsequent drift towards the detector over a length d.
Its electric potential energy qU (q - charge, U - electric potential) is converted to kinetic
energy. Assuming that the sum of the kinetic and electric potential energy is conserved
for the ion during its flight,

m 2
v
2

+ qU = constant holds. Since the initial kinetic energy

is much lower than the electric potential energy it can be ignored. Also because the drift
time is much longer than the acceleration time, t ≈ d/v, and the flight time t is given by
d
t= √
2U

s

m
,
q

(2.23)

which is on the order of a few µs for light, singly charged ions and a potential on the order
of a few 100 V. The signal directly obtained from an ammonia molecular beam is a timeof-flight profile which is shown in Figure 2.13. The TOF profile contains signals from all
produced positive ions at various mass-to-charge ratios
molecules can be extracted at

m
q

= +20

amu
e

m
.
q

The information about

14

ND+
3

independently by gating the signal trace

around this value. This trace contains only two large peaks. The first peak at time zero
is produced from stray light of the laser during ionization, the second peak at 5.3 µs after
ionization originates from ionized ammonia molecules. There are also very small peaks
present at different masses, as there might accidentally also be other species or fragments
present.
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Figure 2.13: MCP signal using the TOF setup. The signal is negative because the MCP
generates an electron signal. The ion mass scale assumes that only single
ionization occurs.

2.5 Trajectory Simulations
To predict and validate the outcome of the experiments it is helpful to simulate the molecular motion before, on and after the chip. Basically this has been done already by S.
Meek [Meek10] and the simulations that are performed use his software with only minor
modifications.
The simulation is split in three regions. A region from the laser excitation (CO) to the
entrance of the chip, the region of the traps over the chip and the region after the chip until
detection. Due to the extreme aspect ratio of the traps the molecules experience almost
no force along the X-direction in the trap. In this case a two-dimensional simulation is
sufficient to cover the relevant details of the distribution of the molecular cloud. In the
first region an initial set of molecules is generated with the size of the laser spot and a
Gaussian velocity distribution. Since in free space the molecules fly in straight lines this
set can easily be propagated to the entrance of the chip. Molecules that do not fly over the
chip surface within the trap region (up to 50 µm over the surface) are discarded from the
simulation. In the second region the molecules will be manipulated by the electric fields
above the chip. To simulate the molecular trajectories it is necessary to solve the equations
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of motion for each molecule step by step in time. In this two-dimensional calculation these
equations are a set of four differential equations
dvY
dt
dvZ
dt
dY
dt
dZ
dt

1
FY (Y, Z, t)
m
1
= FZ (Y, Z, t)
m
=

(2.24)

= vY
= vZ .

The force on the molecules F~ is calculated from the mechanical potential they experience in
~ (Y, Z) where U (Y, Z) = U (|E(Y,
~
the trap U (Y, Z) as F~ = −∇U
Z)|) is assumed to depend
only on the magnitude of the electric field. The mechanical potential is known from the
Stark effect to be
s

~
U (|E(Y,
Z)|) =



ESplit
2

2

2
~
+ µeff |E(Y,
Z)| .





(2.25)

For molecules in lfs states and the force F~ is given by
~
~ E(Y,
~
µ2 |E(Y,
Z)|∇|
Z)|
F~ = − r eff 

2 ,
ESplit 2
~
+ µeff |E(Y, Z)|
2

(2.26)

with the effective electric dipole moment for the individual quantum state µeff = µ ·
M K/J(J + 1). Given the electric field distribution over the chip the force can be calculated and with the initial values Y (t0 ), Z(t0 ), vY (t0 ), and vZ (t0 ) from each molecule, the
positions and velocities can be determined at t0 + ∆t, using an approximation algorithm
(the Runge-Kutta method in this case). Repeating this process many times propagates
the molecules from the entrance to the exit of the chip. In the last region, after the chip,
the molecules experience again no force and will be freely propagated to the detector’s
position. More details about the simulation can be found in [Meek10].
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3

Vibrational Excitation on a Chip

3.1 Introduction
Molecules on a chip can be coupled to photons over a wider range of frequencies than
atoms. The fundamental molecular vibrational modes can be addressed with mid-infrared
photons (wavelengths between 3–50 µm), which is why this spectral range is often referred
to as the molecular fingerprint region. For example, with organic molecules, a mid-infrared
spectrum of an unknown substance might allow the identification of a specific functional
group present in the molecule, like O−H, C−H or C−O, C=N or more complex units. The
vibrational overtones and combination modes extend into the near-infrared range, with
wavelengths in the 0.78–3 µm range.
It was already demonstrated that transitions between adjacent rotational levels within
a given electronic and vibrational state can be induced above the chip. These transitions
were driven with high efficiency using a coherent, narrowband continuous-wave source of
radiation with a wavelength of approximately 1.5 mm [Santambrogio11]. However, the
frequency shift of the rotational transition for trapped molecules on the chip due to the
Stark effect (≈GHz) is much larger than the bandwidth of typical mm-wave sources (≈Hz).
Adapted from:
Vibrationally exciting molecules trapped on a microchip
Mark J. Abel, Silvio Marx, Gerard Meijer and Gabriele Santambrogio
Molecular Physics 110(15-16):1829 (2012)
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Therefore, to address all molecules in the trap, the traps had to be switched off during the
excitation.
Vibrational transitions, which are the subject of this chapter, behave differently in an
electric field. Vibrational transition frequencies are relatively less sensitive to electric fields,
because the energy splitting between them is much larger compared to the rotational
levels. Often, transitions can be made between levels that have a similar shift in electric
fields, thereby diminishing the Stark broadening. Furthermore, mid-IR radiation is easily
obtainable with pulsed lasers and the typical line-widths are on the order of a few GHz. This
leads to a much better match between the inhomogeneous broadening of IR transitions in
trapped molecules and the laser bandwidth. Thus, molecules can be vibrationally pumped
with no need for switching off the trapping fields. Being able to induce such a transition to
another internal quantum state in the molecule on the chip is particularly interesting when
the molecule remains trapped in the final state as well. Otherwise further manipulation or
detection of these molecules would be difficult.
In this chapter, the experimental setup used to excite the vibrational transition v = 1 ←
v = 0 in trapped

12

C16 O molecules is presented. In the experiments, the molecules are

prepared with a pulsed laser in a single rotational level (J = 1) of their first electronically
excited, metastable state (a3 Π1 ). Then, the transition is performed using an infrared laser
of approximately 5.9 µm wavelength, where molecules are pumped from the v = 0 state to
selected rotational levels of the vibrationally excited v = 1 state. Finally, the molecules are
ejected from the chip and fly towards the ionization zone, where they are state-selectively
detected using another pulsed laser system.
To characterize the vibrational transitions, IR Stark spectroscopy is initially performed
on the free molecular beam. For this purpose, the chip is replaced by a pair of metal plates,
which are used to create a tunable and well-defined electric field in the region where the
vibrational transitions are induced. A discussion follows about the IR excitation of CO
molecules in the miniaturized electric field traps, where the molecules are exposed to an
inhomogeneous, rotating electric field. Then, experiments are described in which the pulsed
IR radiation interacts with the metastable CO molecules while these are trapped on the
chip.
These experiments demonstrate that the pulsed IR radiation can be coupled onto the
chip without damaging the chip and that the CO molecules, guided in moving electric field
traps to the center of the chip while in the a3 Π1 v = 0 state, can be pumped to the v = 1
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state. The vibrationally excited molecules remain trapped in the miniaturized electric field
traps, are transported to the end of the chip, will subsequently be detected and the data
is analyzed.

3.2 Experimental Setup
The general setup has already been described in Section 2.3. The experimental setup
specific to these experiments is shown schematically in Figure 3.1. The experiments start
by allowing a mixture of 20% CO in Kr, cooled to 140 K, to expand into vacuum through a
pulsed solenoid valve. The expansion is skimmed to form a collimated beam with a mean
velocity of 330 m/s which is intersected at right angles by a 206 nm laser pulse exciting
the molecules from the ground electronic state to the lowest vibrational level of the lowest
metastable triplet electronic state, a3 Π, as shown in Figure 3.2. The metastable molecules
are trapped over the surface of the chip and are guided to its end. In the middle of the
chip, the trapped molecules can be excited by an infrared laser to promote them from the
v = 0 to the v = 1 vibrational level. A 190-Gauss offset magnetic field (generated with
permanent magnets and pointed along the chip surface in the X-direction) is used to induce
a small Zeeman splitting at zero electric field, to suppress nonadiabatic transitions to nontrappable states. [Meek11b] After manipulation on the chip the molecules are detected by
ionizing them quantum state-selectively using a UV laser and by counting the ions with
an MCP at the end of a TOF mass spectrometer.
IR Laser Setup
The major difference to the general setup, which has been described in Section 2.3, is the
use of a tunable, pulsed infrared laser (200 µJ pulses with 4 ns duration and 2.5 GHz
bandwidth, Sirah Laser- und Plasmatechnik GmbH). This radiation is created by first
generating the difference frequency between the output of a nanosecond dye laser (bandwidth 1.5 GHz and approximately 750 nm wavelength) and part of the fundamental of
an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser (approximately 1064 nm) using a LiNbO3 crystal. This
narrowband difference frequency light, with a wavelength of 2.6 µm, is parametrically amplified by a second portion of the Nd:YAG fundamental in a second LiNbO3 crystal, giving
rise to 1.8 µm and 2.6 µm beams. Finally, these signal and idler waves are mixed in a
AgGaSe2 crystal to generate their difference frequency around the desired 5.9 µm for the
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Figure 3.1: Molecular beam machine. After a skimmer, a beam of CO molecules is prepared
in selected rotational levels of the a3 Π1 v = 0 state using 206 nm radiation.
The molecules fly 127 mm to the chip entrance. If they pass through a 50 µm
slit and above the molecule chip, they can be trapped in electric field minima.
In the center of the 74 mm long chip, they can be vibrationally excited by an
infrared laser with a wavelength near 5.9 µm. After being ejected from the
chip, the molecules fly 58 mm to a time-of-flight (TOF) detector where they
are state-selectively ionized and detected. A 190-Gauss magnetic field prevents
nonadiabatic losses from the traps.
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Figure 3.2: Partial energy level scheme of CO. Molecules are pumped with 206 nm radiation
from the ground electronic state (X 1 Σ+ ) to the upper Λ-doublet component in
the v = 0, J = 1 level of the lowest-lying triplet state a3 Π1 . Either the J = 1
or the J = 2 Λ-doublet can be selectively accessed in this way. Molecules in the
v = 0, J = 1 levels are excited by mid-IR light near 5.9 µm to the v = 1 level.
The v = 0 or 1 vibrational levels in the a3 Π1 state can be state-selectively
ionized in a two-photon process via the v = 0 or 1 levels, respectively, in
the b3 Σ+ state. One possible vibrational excitation (5.9 µm) and one possible
REMPI transition (283 nm) for detection, originating from the v = 1, J = 2
level of the a3 Π1 state, is indicated.
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excitation of the C-O stretch vibrational mode. [Gerhards04] Long-duration frequency stability of the mid-infrared output requires that the seeder frequency of the Nd:YAG laser
is stabilized, for which a molecular iodine reference and a feedback loop with an approximately 1 second response time is used. Also, the 2.5 GHz linewidth that is measured is
an average over typically a few thousand of laser shots. The width therefore reflects not
only the inevitable spectral broadening and temporal narrowing accompanying nonlinear
conversion, but also the variation of the dye laser output wavelength from shot to shot.
This wavelength fluctuates randomly, switching between about three longitudinal modes of
the dye laser resonator. To achieve a significantly narrower linewidth it would be necessary
to either insert a tunable etalon into the laser oscillator, or to seed the dye amplifier with
CW light. Neither of these approaches were attempted; in fact, as will be seen below, the
bandwith of 2.5 GHz is close to an optimal value for the experiments describe here. The
spot of the IR beam on the chip is more or less round, with 2 mm diameter (FWHM).

3.3 IR Stark Spectroscopy of CO in the a3Π1 State
To test the IR laser setup and to understand the interaction of the laser with the trapped
molecules, spectroscopy experiments were performed and were compared to numerical simulations of these experiments.
Energy Levels and Transitions
For rovibrational excitations with the IR laser certain selection rules [Davies90] need to
be obeyed. For vibrational transitions in a harmonic potential ∆v = ±1, so only the
v = 1 level can be readily accessed. Only transitions in the Ω = 1 (∆Ω = 0) spin-orbit
manifold are considered. Furthermore, electric dipole selection rules allow ∆J = 0, ±1 and
∆M = 0, ±1. Since in the Ω = 1 manifold the lowest level is the J = 1 level, only two
rovibrational transitions are allowed from the CO a3 Π1 , v = 0, J = 1 level. These are
the transitions to the J = 1 (Q-branch) and J = 2 (R-branch) levels in the excited v = 1
level, with frequencies of 1714 cm−1 and 1721 cm−1 , see References [Davies90, Field72].
The parity selection rule implies that the parity must change in one-photon transitions at
zero electric field (+ → − and − → +).
The rotational states split into different substates when an electric field is applied. This
Stark splitting originates mainly from mixing between the closely spaced, opposite-parity
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components of the same Λ-doublet. The electric-field-dependent energies of these Λ-doublet
levels can be described by
~ =±
EStark (|E|)

v
u
u EΛ  2
t

2

MΩ
~
+ µ|E|
J(J + 1)

!2

,

(3.1)

given by Equation 2.12 in Subsection 2.2.1. In this equation, EΛ is the magnitude of the
Λ-doublet splitting, which for the two lowest energy J = 1 levels is 394 MHz (v = 0)
and 385 MHz (v = 1), and for the J = 2 levels it is 1151 MHz (v = 0) and 1125 MHz
(v = 1) [Wicke72]). The factor µM Ω/J(J + 1) is the magnitude of the projection of the
~
body-fixed dipole moment µ = 1.375 Debye [Wicke72] on the electric field, E.
The Stark curves calculated using Equation 3.1 for electric field strengths from 0 to
20 kV/cm are shown on the right in Figure 3.3(a). As already mentioned, after excitation
by the 206 nm laser only the upper Λ-doublet component with positive parity of the v = 0,
J = 1 level is populated. Due to the parity selection rule, molecules excited in a Q-branch
transition (∆J = 0) always end in the lower Λ-doublet component of the v = 1, J = 1 state
with negative parity. By contrast, in R-branch transitions (∆J = +1) at zero field, only
transitions to the upper component of the v = 1, J = 2 Λ-doublet are allowed (negative
parity).
As the external electric field increases, the parity of the eigenstates progressively mixes
and M ceases to be a good quantum number. When the dipole term dominates the Λdoubling term in Equation 3.1, the parity of the eigenstates is totally mixed and both
Λ-doublet components can be reached during vibrational excitation. In such a strong field,
the product M Ω is well-defined for each eigenstate. Note that parity and M are always
well-defined for the M = 0 levels because to first order they experience no Stark effect.
The vertical arrows in Figure 3.3(a) show the allowed transitions when the infrared laser
polarization is either parallel or perpendicular to the applied electric field, and correspond
to the experimental situation in which only the upper component of the Λ-doublet of the
v = 0, J = 1 level is populated. When the laser polarization and applied electric field
are parallel, transitions with ∆M = 0 are allowed, whereas when the polarization and
field are perpendicular the laser drives ∆M = ±1 transitions. The two cases are achieved
by rotating the laser polarization relative to the fixed field. Also shown are the allowed
transitions in the field-free case.
To test the infrared laser setup and to observe the actual electric field dependence of
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Figure 3.3: Stark shifted rotational states in the 12 CO a3 Π1 v = 0 and v = 1 manifolds. (a)
Calculated Stark curves for all the components of v = 0, J = 1 and v = 1, J = 1
and 2 states. The arrows indicate allowed transitions in the Q- and R-branches
when the laser polarization is either parallel (solid) or perpendicular (dashed)
to a strong applied electric field. On the left-hand side are the field-free energy
levels and transitions, while on the right-hand side the quantum numbers of
the mixed eigenstates are given. (b) Four series of Stark spectra for increasing
electric field, the same four cases as indicated with arrows in (a). In these
spectra, the solid curves are the measured data and the dashed curves are the
simulation. The solid line labeled IR indicates the infrared laser’s bandwidth
of 2.5 GHz (FWHM).
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the (ro-)vibrational transitions, Stark spectroscopy experiments were performed. For spectroscopy, the setup is changed by removing the chip from the vacuum chamber and installing a pair of metal plates, which allow the creation of a homogeneous electric field.
The infrared excitation of the CO molecules in the free molecular beam is then carried
out by scanning the laser’s frequency for different electric fields. For detection, ionization
through the b3 Σ+ , v = 1, N 0 = 2 ← a3 Π1 , v = 1, J = 1 or 2 state is used to probe the
population after Q- or R-branch excitation, respectively. The linewidth of the ionizing
laser is less than one wavenumber, sufficient to resolve individual rotational transitions.
For further information about the REMPI detection see Section 2.4. The resulting absorption spectra are shown in Figure 3.3 (b) for the cases of the IR light polarized parallel and
perpendicular to the applied field, and for field strengths between 0 and 20 kV/cm. The
overlap between the absorption lines in any of the four cases up to 5 kV/cm and the IR
laser’s bandwidth (the solid line labeled IR) is large. Since 5 kV/cm is the highest field
strength in the traps, this indicates that for all cases most of the trapped molecules can be
addressed with the laser and promoted to either the v = 1, J = 1 or the v = 1, J = 2 levels,
although possibly with a different intensity than that observed in the situation of a homogeneous field. Only for higher electric fields the shifts exceed the bandwidth significantly
and the excitation would no longer be guaranteed.
Simulation of the Stark Spectra
To simulate the Stark spectra for the v = 1 ← v = 0 transition, a Hamiltonian describing
the initial and final state energies needs to be set up and diagonalized. From the resulting
energy levels the energy differences for the particular transition can then be determined
as a function of electric field and compared to the measurements. Since all transitions are
carried out in the same electronic state, its energy contribution can be omitted. Since the
vibrational part of the Hamiltonian leads to a constant offset in all spectra, it is omitted
as well. Then, the rotational contribution to the Hamiltonian and the Stark interaction
play the dominant role for calculating the spectra. The Hamiltonian
~
Ĥ = ĤSO + ĤSS + ĤNR + ĤSOCD + ĤΛ − ~µ̂ · E

(3.2)

~ for each vibrais used to describe the energy levels of the molecule in an electric field E
tional level. It contains the Stark Hamiltonian but has also contributions from interactions
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like spin-orbit(SO), spin-spin(SS), nuclear-rotation(NR), centrifugal distortion(SOCD) and
lambda doubling (Λ). For further information about the individual contributions see References [Brown03, Meek10] This Hamiltonian is then diagonalized for each electric field
strength used in the measurement to obtain the energy eigenvalues of the individual quantum states. To obtain the frequency of the possible transitions, the difference in energy of
the final to the initial state is calculated. The eigenfunctions of Ĥ,
|Φi = |J, Ω, M i

(3.3)

are used to determine the relative intensity of a transition Ifi . To a good approximation
Ifi ∝ Sfi , the line strength of a transition, which can be calculated for an electric dipole
transition as
Sfi =

X

2

(3.4)

|hΦ0 | µ̂A |Φ00 i| .

X

Φ0 ,Φ00 A=X,Y,Z

The functions Φ0 and Φ00 are the eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenenergies E 0
(final) and E 00 (initial), respectively. The summation over them takes into account possible
degeneracies. Operator µ̂A is the transition dipole moment component in the space-fixed
frame. The matrix elements hΦ0 | µ̂A |Φ00 i according to Reference [Bunker06] are given by
0

0

hJ 0 , Ω0 , M 0 | µ̂Z |J 00 , Ω00 , M 00 i =µ(−1)M −Ω
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(3.5)

and
J 00 1 J 0
µ q
×
hJ 0 , Ω0 , M 0 | µ̂X |J 00 , Ω00 , M 00 i = √ (2J 00 + 1)(2J 0 + 1)  00
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−

J0



−M 00 −1 M 0



J 00

1

(3.6)

These matrix elements can directly be evaluated numerically. Here, the Z-component of
~ As has been said before, when
µ is considered to be parallel to the static electric field E.
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the laser polarization is parallel to Z, ∆M = 0 transitions can be driven. This can be
seen from the fact that the sum of a 3-J-symbol’s lower row must vanish in order for the
3-J-symbol to be nonzero. On the other hand, the X-component is perpendicular to the
electric field. When the laser polarization is parallel to X (perpendicular to Z), ∆M = ±1
transitions can be driven.1 The component µ̂Y does not need to be taken into account
because the laser propagates along the negative Y -direction, so there is no field component
to drive transitions along Y (µ̂Y · EIR,Y = 0). For the calculation it is assumed that the
initial state is the v = 0, Ω = 1, J 00 = 1, M 00 = {0, −1}, which are the states of the
upper Λ-doublet component. The resulting “stick spectra” are convolved with a Gaussian
function of 2.5 GHz width, corresponding to the experimentally measured linewidth of the
IR laser.
The calculated frequencies and intensities of the resonances are in good agreement with
the measurements, whose major limitation is the uncertainty in the purity of the laser
polarization and thereby in the direction of the laser polarization with respect to the
electric field. This will lead to contributions in the spectra from nominally forbidden
transitions; these contributions are particularly evident in the Q-branch spectra for the
~ Since the energetic shift of the
case when the polarization is nominally parallel to E.
transitions in the trap field is on the order of the laser bandwidth almost all molecules can
undergo a transition.

3.4 Excitation of Molecules in Traps
Important for the modeling of the experimental results is that the electric field vectors that
form the trap have a distorted quadrupole geometry. As the voltages are modulated and
the traps move, the electric field vectors and thus the axes of the quadrupole rotate relative
to the (moving) center of the trap in the Y -Z plane at 3/2 the frequency of the sinusoidal
waveforms. The trapping potential itself does not depend on the direction of the electric
field vectors creating the trap, but the excitation efficiency for the trapped molecules is
strongly time- and position-dependent given the dependence of the transition intensity on
the relative orientation of the laser polarization to the electric field vector. The details and
1

In the experiment the electric field points along the axis denoted X, and Z denotes the perpendicular
direction, but for convention the axis parallel to an external field is called Z. To avoid confusion with
the convention the axes labeling has been adjusted.
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implications of this fact will be considered in this section.
Spatial Distribution in the Trap before Excitation
The electric field in the region of a trap above the chip is shown in Figure 3.4(a) for one
instant in time, which also shows the equal-field-strength contours. Also shown is the
egg-shaped rim of the trap, the contour where the electric field strength is equal to the
strength at the saddle point. To find the density distribution of molecules in the trap in the
center of the chip where the infrared excitation takes place, classical trajectory simulations
are performed (like described in Section 2.5). The density distribution of metastable CO
molecules guided to the center of the chip in the v = 0, J = 1, M Ω = −1 levels is shown
in Figure 3.4(b). Note that the simulated distribution is not evenly spread through the
trapped portion of phase space, particularly the spread of Y positions is smaller than that
of a totally filled trap. This results from the under-filling of the vY dimension of phase space
at the entrance of the chip inherent to the current setup of the molecular beam machine,
presented in Reference [González-Flórez11]. After the free flight of the molecules to the
entrance of the chip, the position Y and the velocity component vY are correlated. Since
the chip samples only a small portion of possible Y values, it samples also only a small
portion of possible vY values. The different translational degrees of freedom are coupled to
each other in the trap, leading to a randomization of positions occupied by the molecules.
Nevertheless, the trapped phase space distribution is not completely randomized by the
time the molecules arrive at the center of the chip because of a lack of time.
Infrared Laser Orientation
Now the infrared transitions of trapped v = 0, J = 1, M Ω = −1 molecules are considered
in the presence of a variable quantization axis against which the fixed polarization of the
IR laser must be compared. For an IR beam traveling in the negative Y -direction, there
are two polarization directions of the IR laser that could be used: along the X- and Zdirection. No matter how they rotate, the electric field vectors of the trap always lie in the
Y -Z plane, making them always perpendicular to the electric field of X-polarized light.
In this case, Q-branch excitation is possible, but does not lead to trapped final states, see
Figure 3.4(a). If the light is Z-polarized, however, the fields will be parallel in some regions
of the trap and perpendicular in others. For this case, excitations in both the Q-branch
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and the R-branch can end in trappable states, and it is this case that is considered in detail
next.
Distribution after Excitation in a Trap
Combining the simulated phase space density with the spectroscopic calculations, the spatial variation of the excitation efficiency into each rotational level and sublevel in the v = 1
state can be predicted. As for the case of the Stark spectroscopy experiments on the free
beam, the energy levels and eigenstates of the molecule in the electric field on the chip
are calculated by diagonalizing the molecular Hamiltonian, but now generating different
eigenfunctions and transition probabilities at each point in space.
The relative spatial distribution of trapped final state molecules, ρf (Y, Z) = ρi (Y, Z) ·
PTrap (Y, Z) is calculated starting from the spatial density ρi (Y, Z) of molecules in the
initial state times the relative transition probability PTrap (Y, Z) of exciting and trapping
these molecules for each point in space. The relative transition probability PTrap (Y, Z) =
ρDepth (Y, Z) · PBW (Y, Z) · Sfi (Y, Z), consists of three factors.
The first factor ρDepth (Y, Z) takes into account the fact that the trap depth for the final
state can be different from the initial trap depth. So even if a transition occurred, the
molecule might have too much energy and is able to leave the trap simply because the
trap is shallower. Therefore, only the fraction ρDepth (Y, Z) = vmax,f (Y, Z)/vmax,i (Y, Z) of
the molecules will be trapped. In fact, only the v = 1, J = 1 level has the same trap depth
as the initial v = 0, J = 1 level, so ρDepth (Y, Z) = 1 in that case. All these molecules will
be stably guided to the end of the chip and will therefore be detected. However, the Stark
interaction decreases by 1/3 upon excitation to the J = 2, M Ω = −2 levels and by 2/3
upon excitation to the J = 2, M Ω = −1 levels (see Equation 3.1) and so some formerly
trapped molecules are lost after IR excitations in the R-branch and ρDepth (Y, Z) < 1.
The second factor PBW (Y, Z) takes into account the bandwidth of the laser of ∆ =
h · 2.5 GHz (FWHM) and assumes a Gaussian shaped electric field profile of the laser in
frequency space. Therefore, PBW (Y, Z) = 2−(E(Y,Z)−Emin )

2 /(∆/2)2

. The parameter E(Y, Z) −

Emin is the spatial variation of the energy shift in the trap relative to the minimum. This
factor favors the molecules in the center of the trap because the center laser frequency is
tuned to the IR transition for molecules in zero field.
The third factor is the line strength Sfi , which has been explained previously. Since the
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molecular orientation will follow the electric field direction of the trap2 , the dipole moment
~ IR (along Z) is determined by
µ parallel and perpendicular to the IR laser’s electric field E
~ Chip . The parallel component is µZ = µ cos Θ, with Θ the angle
the trap electric field E
~ IR and the E
~ Chip . For the perpendicular direction, µY = µ sin Θ. Therefore, Sfi
between E
will have a component of cos2 Θ for ∆M = 0 and sin2 Θ for the ∆M = ±1 transitions.
Figure 3.4(c) shows the distribution of CO molecules excited to the v = 1, J = 1,
M Ω = −1 state immediately after the IR laser pulse. Since the trap shape does not
change during this IR excitation, all these molecules remain trapped and will be stably
guided to the end of the chip and will therefore be detected. Figures 3.4(d) and (e) show
the subset of molecules just after the IR laser pulse arrives that are both excited to the
v = 1, J = 2, M Ω = −2 and M Ω = −1 levels, respectively, and that will arrive at the
detector. Due to the previously mentioned difference of the trap depth for the J = 2 states,
the overall amount of molecules is less than for the excitation to v = 1, J = 1.
The distributions from Figures 3.4(c)–(e) are shown for one particular instant in time
and therefore show only one possible field vector orientation. When the trap fields rotate
during guiding, the total excitation probability into each excited state can change by up to
±20% because neither the trap nor the molecule distribution are symmetric under rotations
in the Y -Z plane. In the guiding experiments described below, it is made sure that the IR
laser timing is scanned in steps incommensurate with the waveform period to average over
trap field rotations.
It is known from guiding experiments in the v = 0 state that in the present experimental
configuration approximately 5% of the signal is due to metastable CO molecules in the
M = 0 states [Santambrogio11]. Some of these molecules are probably excited to the
trappable M Ω = −1 state by the IR laser; when the laser fires some of them will find
themselves at the right position to be trapped and subsequently guided off the chip. This
small fraction of molecules is neglected in the calculations.

2

It was noticed later, that in the calculations it is assumed that the molecular dipole moment is aligned
completely parallel to the trap electric field. In fact, the alignment depends on the electric field strength
and a parallel orientation is only approximately true for large electric fields. Also, the electric field
strength depends on the position in the trap and is not perfectly constant due to imperfections in the
applied waveforms. Therefore, in reality, the spatially dependent transition probability will be less
pronounced as shown in Figure 3.4 because always parallel and perpendicular components are present.
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Figure 3.4: Spatial distributions of molecules in the traps. (a) One configuration of electric
field in the trap is shown, together with contours of equal electric field strength
(solid curves). The dashed contour line is the limit of the trap; outside of
this spatial region the molecules cannot be trapped. (b) Trajectory simulations
yielding the relative density of trapped molecules in the v = 0, J = 1 state,
495 µs after the 206 nm laser fired. This corresponds to molecules in the center
of the chip. The boundary of the trap is again shown by the dashed curve. The
relative densities of molecules excited to (c) v = 1, J = 1, M Ω = −1; (d) v = 1,
J = 2, M Ω = −2; and (e) v = 1, J = 2, M Ω = −1 are shown together with the
boundary of the trap. While panels (c), (d), and (e) are plotted with the same
linear intensity scale, they are not directly comparable to the scale of panel (b)
because the absolute excitation probability of the molecular transition and the
overall efficiency of the IR laser are unknown.
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3.5 Guiding Experiments
When the chip field is turned off, the free-flying molecules have a wide velocity distribution. The arrival time distribution of the molecules at the REMPI detector, measured by
scanning the Q-switch trigger time of the ionizing laser, is shown in Figure 3.5(a). This
distribution, centered at 790 µs with 55 µs FWHM, corresponds to a velocity of 330 m/s
with 20 m/s FWHM. Due to the existing velocity spread of the excited packet, the initial
2 mm packet (given by the 206 nm laser spot size) spreads considerably during its flight
through the machine. In the middle of the chip the packet is 8 mm long, and by the
time it reaches the REMPI detector it is roughly 14 mm long (FWHM) – if flying freely.
Since the IR and REMPI laser spots are approximately 2 mm and 1.2 mm, respectively,
these two lasers together act as a velocity filter. Only when they are timed to address the
same portion of the expanding packet, one can detect vibrationally excited molecules. To
address the entire packet of free-flying molecules with both lasers the IR and the REMPI
lasers are scanned together with two different timesteps. The timestep used to scan each
laser is proportional to the size of the packet of molecules at the position of that laser
beam. This measurement, shown in red in Figure 3.5(a), is virtually identical to that of
the free-flying molecules in the v = 0 state.
When the chip waveforms are turned on with a frequency of 2.75 MHz, molecules with
velocities different from 330 m/s are selectively repelled from the chip surface, resulting in
a dramatically narrowed arrival time distribution. For example, molecules guided in the
v = 0, J = 1 level, that is, with no IR radiation present, are shown overlaid on the freeflying signal in Figure 3.5(a). Note that because the molecule chip manipulates the forward
velocity of the CO molecules as they traverse the experiment, there is no straightforward
conversion between arrival time to molecular velocity unless the chip is turned off.
The phase space acceptance of the chip decelerator for molecules in trappable states
is strictly related to the trap depth: for deeper traps a larger portion of the incoming
velocity distribution will be accepted in each trap and a larger number of traps will be
filled. This, in turn, manifests itself in a wider time of flight distribution at the REMPI
detector because the packet of molecules leaving the chip is both longer and spreads more
during its flight to the detector. This fact is used as an experimental probe of the trap
depth by validating the trajectory simulation results (convolved with the 1.2 mm FWHM
ionization laser spot size) against the measured data. Figure 3.5(b) shows the measured
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Figure 3.5: Arrival time distributions of CO molecules, guided and unguided. (a) Arrival
time distributions of free-flying and guided v = 0, J = 1 molecules with normalized peak intensity. (b) Experimental measurement (markers) and trajectory
simulations (lines) of v = 0, J = 1 (red disks) and v = 0, J = 2 (blue circles)
molecules guided at 330 m/s. The arrival time distributions of guided molecules in the v = 1, J = 1 and J = 2 levels pumped from the v = 0, J = 1 level
with (red) and without (black) the IR laser are shown in panels (c) and (d),
respectively.
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and simulated arrival time distribution of molecules guided at 330 m/s when the 206 nm
laser is used for preparation in the v = 0, J = 1 or 2 levels. The background level is related
to molecules in the M = 0 levels. Since they interact only very weakly with the chip fields
(they are weakly hfs), few of them are hitting the chip surface but most molecules fly
unhindered across the chip even when the waveforms are on and arrive at the detector
with the same arrival time distribution as unguided molecules. In the guided peaks of
Figure 3.5(a) and (b), one can see that molecules in the M = 0 levels contribute very
little to the observed signal: the unguided background is at most only a few percent of the
guided peak.
When the IR laser is used to promote the trapped molecules to either J = 1 or J = 2
in the v = 1 level from J = 1, v = 0, the arrival time distributions shown in Figure 3.5(c)
and (d) result. The red lines show the relative number of vibrationally excited molecules
arriving at the detector when the IR laser is present; the black curves show what happens
when the IR laser is blocked, indicating that there is no contamination of the vibrationally
excited signal by metastable molecules in the v = 0 level. These data clearly show that
trapped v = 0 molecules may be excited by infrared radiation while flying close to the
surface of the microchip. The combined efficiency of the excitation and guiding off the
chip is estimated to be approximately 10%.
Trajectory simulations indicate that molecules promoted to the M = 0 levels have only
one tenth the probability of reaching the detector as those promoted to low-field-seeking
levels. For the case of a Q-branch transition, the relative probability of excitation in the
trap to M = 0 levels is approximately 50%. Therefore, it is concluded that the signal
consists of less than 10% M = 0 molecules. This number is reduced to approximately 0.5%
for R-branch transfer. Additionally, molecules that are promoted to low-field-seeking states
but that are not trapped are repelled from the chip surface. They are blocked by the 50 µm
slit and do not contribute to the measured signal. Molecules promoted to high-field-seeking
states are attracted to the chip, crashing into the surface.
Alternative Excitation Scheme
So far, only one-photon transitions of molecules trapped on the chip have been considered.
Now, an alternative approach to populate low-field-seeking states will be presented, which
has ultimately not been used for experiments. As discussed in Section 3.3, in a strong
electric field the selection rules for excitation of various M -states depend on the angle
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between the polarization of the laser and the electric field. In the middle of the trap,
however, the field is weak (or nonexistent) and the parity of the upper and lower portions
of the Λ-doublet are not totally mixed or not mixed at all. In this spatial region only
a two-photon transition can connect the low-field-seeking positive-parity levels of v = 0,
J = 1 and v = 1, J = 1. This two-photon scheme could be achieved, e.g., by the absorption
of two IR photons or by the excitation to another state and the subsequent emission of a
photon. One possible way to do this is to use an optical transition to an electronic state
that fluoresces quickly on the timescale of the trap motion. A good candidate is the b3 Σ+
state, which has a lifetime of approximately 86 ns and decays primarily by fluorescence back
to the a3 Π1 state [Schwenker65]. If the transition b3 Σ+ , v = 0 ← a3 Π1 , v = 0 is saturated,
and assuming a Franck-Condon factor of 0.23 [LinodaSilva06] to the a3 Π1 , v = 1 level,
approximately 11% of the excited molecules will be distributed over various rotational
levels in the v = 1 manifold. Exciting to the N 0 = 1 level in the b3 Σ+ state (J 0 = 2
since N 0 = J 0 − S 0 and S 0 = 1), which has negative parity, means that only J = 1 and
J = 3 (∆J = ±1) are populated by fluorescence in the field free region at the center of
the trap, while J = 2 (∆J = 0) is also populated in the parts of the trap where a field is
present. An overall transition efficiency of few percent could be hoped for. This scheme
was briefly tested but as about an order of magnitude fewer molecules were obtained in
the vibrationally excited J = 1 level than with direct IR pumping, no further experiments
have been performed in this way.
Influence of the Magnetic Field
Finally, it is worth considering the effect of the 190-Gauss magnetic field across the chip.
While the Zeeman shift from this field is small compared to the Stark shift in the edges of
the trap, in the middle of the trap it is larger than the (vanishing) Stark shift. Therefore,
molecules at the middle of the trap actually experience a different quantization axis than
those at the edge of the trap, changing the appropriate choice of basis set and the selection
rules. The Zeeman shift is 0.466 MHz/Gauss for

12

CO a3 Π1 , v = 1, J = 1 [Meek11b],

amounting to a splitting of 89 MHz in this setup. It is estimated that the Zeeman interaction is more important than the Stark interaction only within a 1.1 µm radius about
the trap center, containing approximately 4.5% of the total trapped molecules. Therefore,
aside from preventing nonadiabatic transitions, the magnetic field is not expected to have
a measurable effect on the experiments described here.
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3.6 Conclusion
In these experiments, the vibrational excitation of molecules trapped on a microchip has
been studied. While in the traps, CO molecules are vibrationally excited by a narrowband infrared laser and subsequently guided off the chip for state-selective detection via
REMPI. For understanding the transitions of the trapped molecules, the interplay between
the pumping field and the trapping field needs to be taken into account. For this purpose,
first the spectroscopy of free-flying CO molecules in the a3 Π1 state in a homogeneous
electric field has been studied. Then the model of the Stark spectra in a homogeneous
field was extended to the more complicated case of the inhomogeneous, rotating field of
the microtraps. Depending on the polarization direction of the laser, different transitions
can be addressed. The population transfer between trapped states in different vibrational
levels has been demonstrated using two of these transitions.
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CHAPTER

4

Imaging of Molecules on a Chip

4.1 Introduction
Imaging detection of ultracold atoms is arguably the fundamental diagnostic technique of
the ultracold world. For this purpose, an atomic cloud is illuminated with a laser beam,
which is tuned to a closed, two-level, optical transition. A closed transition has the property
of leaving the atom in the same quantum state after one photon has been absorbed and
then reemitted, or scattered. In this way, the process can be repeated many times and,
thus, many photons are scattered. Either the fluorescence is observed or the shadow that
is cast by the atomic cloud. [Ketterle99, Bücker09, Ockeloen10, Smith11] By releasing the
atomic cloud from its trap and recording multiple fluorescence images at different times,
it is possible to determine, for example, the temperature of the atomic gas. [Weiss89]
Generally, molecules lack closed two-level transitions, which are essential for efficient fluorescence or absorption imaging. Moreover, typical number densities of molecular clouds
Adapted from:
Imaging Cold Molecules on a Chip
Silvio Marx, David Adu Smith, Mark J. Abel, Thomas Zehentbauer, Gerard Meijer and Gabriele
Santambrogio, Physical Review Letters 111:243007 (2013)
Measuring and Manipulating the Temperature of Cold Molecules Trapped on a Chip
Silvio Marx, David Adu Smith, Giacomo Insero, Samuel A. Meek, Boris Sartakov, Gerard Meijer and
Gabriele Santambrogio, Physical Review A 92(6):063408 (2015)
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are much lower than for atoms, further complicating the detection process. Finally, the chip
environment poses yet another challenge because the presence of a physical structure so
close to the molecular sample introduces scattering or laser-induced fluorescence from the
chip surface. Instead, Resonance Enhanced Multi-Photon Ionization (REMPI) [Ashfold94]
is a generally applicably method, is state selective, extremely sensitive, and intrinsically
background-free. Once the molecules are ionized, they can be collected and counted with
great efficiency, and also ion imaging is straightforward. This method has been already successfully employed in the past for off-chip detection. [Santambrogio11, Abel12b, Meek11b]
In the experiments presented in this chapter, REMPI is used for the first time for onchip detection. On-chip imaging detection allows one to follow the ballistic expansion
of a molecular cloud, which is used here to determine the translational temperature of
the molecules with a purely experimental method. In contrast to the experiments on
ultracold atoms, where the typical densities are high enough to guarantee thermalization
of the ensemble, in these experiments the densities are much too low. However, a nearly
Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution is observed. Therefore, a discussion of the origin
of the phase-space distribution that is found in the experiments and in the calculations is
provided below.

4.2 Experimental Setup and Detection
The experiments are performed in the same vacuum chamber that has been used for the
vibrational transitions on the chip, which has already been presented in Section 2.3. The
excitation laser has a spot size of roughly 1 mm and by the time the metastable molecules
reach the chip’s entrance 40 mm downstream, their phase-space distribution shows a strong
correlation between position and velocity in the Z-direction. The faster molecules have
moved toward the front of the packet while the slower have lagged behind, so that by
the time the packet reaches the chip’s entrance it is roughly 4 mm long and its local
average velocity in the Z-direction changes by 9 m/s every mm. Over the 20 µm size of
each microtrap, any correlation between position and velocity of the molecular ensemble
is negligible, and a uniform distribution in phase-space can be assumed: The distribution
of the captured molecules is limited in all directions by the acceptance of the microtraps,
except for the velocity component in the Y -direction, for which the microtraps are slightly
underfilled. Once the traps are turned on and the molecules are captured, the distribution
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of the ensemble undergoes a minor rearrangement by oscillating around in the trap, that
leads to the filling of the whole available phase space in the traps.
In all the experiments presented in this chapter, molecules are immediately decelerated
by −1 µm/µs2 upon arrival on the chip down to a velocity between 207–138 m/s. This deceleration is sufficient to separate the trapped molecules from the background of untrapped
molecules. Since the trap depth would change going from constant speed to deceleration,
the molecules enter the chip experiencing the shallower, decelerating trap already from the
very beginning on the chip. Typically a series of approximately 10 microtraps is filled,
which may be reaccelerated if a different final velocity is desired. The molecules are detected using (1+1)REMPI ionization via the b3 Σ+ , v = 0, N = 1 state using 0.8 mJ/mm2
of laser light at 283 nm that propagates parallel to the chip surface. The molecular density
is 107 /cm3 in the traps, which corresponds to approximately five molecules per microtrap.
The high sensitivity of REMPI allows one to work under such conditions.
For the simplest implementation of on-chip detection (i.e. no imaging) the molecules in
the region of the microtraps are ionized after switching the traps off. All microelectrodes
are switched to 0 V and, additionally, a rectangular ring electrode parallel to the chip surface, but offset above the chip by 4 mm, is held at −100 V. The exact voltage applied to this
rectangular ring electrode for non-imaging detection is not critical. In this way the microelectrode array acts as an anode for the newly generated cations and the rectangular ring as
a cathode, see Figure 4.1. After flying through the cathode, the cations are then collected
by a microchannel plate (MCP) detector. In this way the number of ionized molecules can
be determined for a given set of parameters, allowing, e.g., the optimization of ionization
timing or manipulation sequences on the chip. In addition to a simple determination of
the ion number, spatial and velocity map imaging [Eppink97] can be performed with this
setup. However, with the present ionization scheme, ion recoil energies are of the order
of tens of mK, i.e., comparable with the trap depths, which makes velocity map imaging
imprecise for the analysis of the velocity distributions inside the microtraps. Therefore,
measurements are only done using spatial imaging. For imaging detection (Figure 4.1), the
molecules are released from the microtraps in the Z-direction and they expand ballistically
for a variable time duration, so that various snapshots can be taken at different expansion
times. This allows for the interrogation of their phase-space distribution in the X-Z plane.
The release of the microtraps occurs sequentially: upon arrival at the end of the microtrap
array each trap rapidly opens up.
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Figure 4.1: On-chip detection setup. The figure schematically shows the spatial imaging of
five molecular clouds. Metastable CO molecules on the molecule chip are ionized via REMPI using a pulsed 283 nm laser. The detection region is composed
of two electrodes: an anode and a cathode. The cathode is a rectangular ring.
Together, the two electrodes protect the cations from stray fields in the region
of the chip. Ion optics are then used to form an image on an MCP detector
backed by a phosphor screen. A CCD camera (not shown) is used to record
the image of the molecules from the phosphor screen. A sketch of the detection
region is shown in the inset, not to scale. In the bottom part, two points in
time are shown: on the left, when the molecules are still trapped above the
microelectrode array; on the right, after ballistic flight, upon reaching the axis
of the imaging lenses.
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The electric field homogeneity achievable above the microelectrode array, however, is not
sufficient for spatial imaging. Therefore, an extra anode directly behind the microtraps
region is added (Figure 4.1), wider than the microtraps in the X-direction and 10 mm long
in the Z-direction. This anode is held at +80 V. The molecules expand ballistically while
they fly above the anode after being ejected from the microtraps. Moreover, the molecules
would quickly collide with the chip surface because they are trapped only approximately
20 µm over its surface, which is the reason why this electrode is recessed by 2 mm under
the plane of the traps to leave enough space for the expansion. As a cathode the same
rectangular ring is used as for the non-imaging detection (Figure 4.1). For imaging, the
cathode is held at −130 V. Together the anode and cathode reduce the inhomogeneity of
the electric field and therefore any associated imaging aberrations. The ions generated by
REMPI are imaged using ion optics onto an MCP detector with phosphor screen situated
40 cm above the chip surface and recorded using a fast CCD camera. The ion optics for
the experiment are a standard set of three asymmetric ion lenses located 26 mm from the
chip surface, spaced by 10 mm and all held at −400 V. The openings in the centers of
the ion lenses of 22 by 72 mm provide magnification factors at the MCP of 2 and 58, in
the direction of the tubular trap axis and the direction of the trap movement, respectively.
This asymmetric magnification is chosen because of the large aspect ratio of the tubular
microtraps (200).
An example image of molecules, taken using the aforementioned setup, is shown in
Figure 4.2(a). This is the sum of approximately 105 experimental cycles. Each dot in the
image represents a count detected with the MCP, phosphor screen and camera. Since the
MCP is gated around the arrival time of the CO ions, almost all of the counts represent
measured CO ions. The individual traps can be clearly resolved. The dynamics of the
molecules along the 4-mm length of the microtraps (X-direction) is negligible for the
experiments presented in this chapter because the molecules almost never experience a
force in that direction during the relatively short time they spend on the chip. Therefore,
the signal is integrated along the X-direction (vertical axis of the image) and the analysis
concentrates on the perpendicular direction, as shown in Figure 4.2(b). Each microtrap
releases its molecules upon reaching the end of the microelectrode array, i.e., the clouds
are released sequentially, each time at the same position. Numerical simulations show
that each trap rapidly opens up upon arrival at the end of the microelectrode array. This
happens within hundreds of nanoseconds, i.e., instantaneously for the molecules. The
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Figure 4.2: Measured spatial image of previously trapped molecules on the chip. (a) 2D
image of molecules from 5 individual traps after an expansion time of 9 µs. (b)
Line profile resulting from the vertical integration of an image like in (a). The
vertical direction is along the length of the microtrap, X. The extreme aspect
ratio of the microtraps, X:Z = 200:1, is reduced to approximately 7:1 by the
asymmetric magnification factors of the lenses. Some ion-optics aberrations
can be observed on the right hand side of the image, in particular at shorter
expansion times. The experiment runs at a rate of 10 Hz and the images are
the sum of approximately 105 experimental cycles. Approximately 1–2 counts/s
are recorded. The resolution of the imaging system in the Z-direction is 0.78
pixel/µm.
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fields disappear with a monotonic decrease in the electric field strength gradient. For each
individual molecular cloud, the distance between release from the microtrap and detection
is fixed. Therefore, the control of the expansion time, determining the cloud width, is done
by controlling the velocity at which the molecular clouds are ejected from the microtraps,
i.e., by defining the speed at which the microtraps move over the chip surface just before
being released. Therefore, a lower velocity of the microtraps gives a longer time for ballistic
flight. The ballistic expansion times are given for the central cloud in each image. With
the signal-to-noise ratio of these experiments, any difference in cloud size between the
rightmost and leftmost clouds (due to slightly differing expansion times) was undetectable.

4.3 Measurement of the Temperature of Trapped
Molecules
In this section, the phase space distribution of trapped molecules is investigated. Trapped
ensembles of molecules with different velocity distributions can be created, which can
be verified using the imaging technique. Comparison of the measured images with results
from trajectory simulations allow the assignment of an effective temperature to the trapped
samples. The reason why the assignment of a temperature in the absence of thermalization
is still a reasonable approach is made clear by analyzing the energy distribution from
molecule ensembles from traps of different shape. Finally, the ballistic expansion of a
trapped ensemble is observed over time using the imaging technique and an analytic model
is used to extract the temperature directly from the data.

4.3.1 Molecules in Traps of Different Depth
Figure 4.4 shows four different measurements of molecular distributions after trapping in
microtraps of different depth but otherwise similar shape. All measurements are taken
after a ballistic expansion time of 15 µs, after decelerating the molecules to 207 m/s, see
Figure 4.3. The depth of the microtraps is controlled by the amplitude of the voltage
waveforms applied to the microelectrodes on the chip surface, which for these measurements was, respectively, 120, 160, 200, and 240 V. After the initial deceleration phase to
separate the trapped molecules from the background gas, the microtraps were made to
move uniformly for the final phase of the manipulation sequence. Both from an analytical
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Figure 4.3: Manipulation scheme on the chip for trapping and detecting molecules in traps
of different depths. Velocity of the traps (a) and voltages applied to the chip
(b) as a function of time. The velocity scheme is the same for all measurements.
Symbols mark the time of loading the molecules on the chip (circles) release at
the end of the chip (triangles) and ionization (pentagons).
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description of the electric field of the microtraps and from finite element simulations, the
trap depth for the chosen amplitudes of the applied voltage waveforms, defined as the
difference between the minimum and the saddle point of the trapping potential, is known.
The depths under deceleration are 10, 28, 46, and 65 mK, respectively for the four voltages,
and 39, 55, 71, and 87 mK, under uniform motion.
The spatial distribution of the molecules in the Z-direction was calculated from numerical
trajectory simulations. These results are also shown in Figure 4.4 and compare well to
the measured experimental data. From the simulations, information about the phasespace distribution of the molecules is extracted. In Figure 4.4(b) the computed speed
distributions for the measurements shown in (a) are plotted together with the best-fit
Maxwell-Boltzmann curves
f (v) =
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ve
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(4.1)

Since the low number density in the microtraps (107 /cm3 ) rules out any thermalization of
the sample, a good fit to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution cannot be expected in general.
However, when observing the speed distributions given by the trajectory simulations, it is
found that they approximate two-dimensional Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions. To understand how such a distribution arises, it is helpful to reflect on the expected distribution
of the kinetic energy of an ensemble of particles when they are released from a trap with
a certain shape.
Comparison of the Energy Distributions of Ensembles in Different Trap Shapes
It is assumed that the ensemble of molecules confined in the microtraps is an ergodic system,
i.e., that the time spent by the system in some region of the phase-space of microstates
with a given energy is proportional to the volume of that region. The experimental data
are acquired by averaging over many measurement cycles, so the measured phase-space
distribution is an ensemble average and is proportional to the time spent by the system
in that configuration. Thus, from the bare knowledge of the shape and depth of the
microtraps, it must be possible to derive the expected kinetic energy distribution in the
chip microtraps when they are opened.
More specifically, the relative probability density ρ(EKin ) for a specific kinetic energy EKin
captured by a trap from the molecular beam can be determined as follows. Since the chip
traps have a very small volume, the number density and energy density within the whole
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Figure 4.4: Analysis of integrated images of traps of different depths. (a) Integrated line
profiles (black) from images of molecules for different microelectrode voltages,
i.e., differing trap depths, along with the results ofqnumerical trajectory simulations (red). The maximal relative speed vmax = 2 U/m of stably trapped
molecules (given by the trap depth U under deceleration) was 2.4, 4.0, 5.1, and
6.1 m/s, respectively. (b) Corresponding speed distributions (red) extracted
from the trajectory simulations, along with the best-fit Maxwell-Boltzmann
curve (blue dashed line), labeled with the best-fit temperature. Speeds are
given relative to the mean forward velocity of the molecular cloud.
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volume which a trap occupies can be assumed to be homogeneous, as has been explained at
the beginning of Section 4.2. Then, the relative probability density of one specific kinetic
energy component captured in the trap is determined from the relative volume which can
be occupied by molecules with this energy: ρ(EKin ) ∝ V (EKin + EStark ≤ Emax ). Since to a
very high degree the form of the potential is independent of X, the problem is effectively
two-dimensional and V = Ad, with a trap length of d = 4 mm along X. Therefore, it is
only necessary to determine the area, A, of the trap where A(EStark ≤ Emax − EKin ).
Since the trapping potential is known analytically, the area A can simply be determined
by integrating all positions of the trap where the above mentioned condition holds. By
normalizing the integral of the obtained distribution of A(EKin ) for a given trap depth Emax
to unity, the relative kinetic energy distribution is obtained. Because the maximum trap
depth not only depends on the chosen chip voltage, but also on the deceleration and the time
given for the transiently trapped molecules to escape the trap, the effective trap maximum
Emax is not known a priori and needs to be fitted to data obtained from simulations. The
integration for a microtrap in uniform motion with an amplitude of the applied potentials
of 160 V is shown in Figure 4.5(a) together with the distribution obtained from trajectory
simulations for the same conditions of the measurement shown in Figure 4.4 at 160 V.
This simple result reproduces correctly the energy scale of the distribution and the overall
shape of the curve. However, the distribution from trajectory simulation is colder than the
result of integration. This reflects the history of the trapped molecules that proceed from
the shallower decelerated traps. The best match between the two distributions is obtained
when a cut-off energy of 40 mK is introduced in the integration of the available trap volume
(shown in the figure as a dashed line), which is an intermediate value between the depth
of the uniformly moving (55 mK) and the decelerated (28 mK) trap. This observation is
attributed to the fact that the deceleration phase is not long enough to allow the system
to reach a stable condition, i.e., the molecules are still transiently trapped at the end
of the deceleration phase. This explanation is corroborated by the numerical trajectory
simulations that show that many molecules are still escaping from the traps at the end of
the deceleration phase.
These results can be compared with the energy distributions expected from potentials with a more regular shape. For simple geometries such as a conical (linear) trap
the probability distribution is obtained by assuming EStark ∝ r. Since A = πr2 , A ∝
2
EStark
= (Emax − EKin )2 , a parabola with the minimum at energy Emax . Another rele-
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Figure 4.5: Energy distributions from trajectory simulations and from different analytical
models. (a) Energy distribution from trajectory simulations, calculated for the
same conditions as in Figure 4.4 for the 160 V case (solid red line). In blue,
the energy distributions obtained by integrating the analytical expression of
the trapping potential are shown, for the cut-off values of 55 and 40 mK. (b)
Comparison with the distribution obtained from the traps with more regular
shapes: a conical, a harmonic, and a logarithmic trap. All distributions are
normalized.
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vant example is a harmonic (quadratic) trap shape. There, EStark ∝ r2 , implying that
A ∝ EStark = Emax − EKin , which is just a straight line with the minimum at Emax . Both
cases are shown in Figure 4.5(b) for comparison by normalizing the integral of the distributions to 1. The harmonic potential is found to be a poor approximation for the trap.
Instead, a conical potential gives an excellent approximation of the actual potential with
only minor differences. For both the conical and the harmonic case, the trapping potentials are abruptly terminated 40 mK above the minimum, following the findings in the
treatment of the exact potential from figure (a). An interesting potential is the one with a
logarithmic shape. The integration of such a potential returns an exponential distribution
for the kinetic energy, ρ(EKin ) ∝ e−EKin /(kB T ) , which is precisely the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for a thermal ensemble in two dimensions. The comparison with this potential,
however, is somehow more complex because there is no minimum from which to calculate
the 40 mK. However, the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution that results from the integration
of the potential for the comparison can directly be used. The best fit for the temperature
of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is found at T = 13.0 ± 0.4 mK, where the fitting
error corresponds to 2σ. The major discrepancy with the other curves is of course in the
high-energy tail that the infinitely deep logarithmic trap makes possible.
From this it is concluded that the similarity of the phase-space distributions of the molecules trapped on the chip to Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions is due to the shape of the
microtraps and not to any sort of thermalization process. The shape of these microtraps can
be well approximated by a conical one and a trap with a logarithmic potential would return
a distribution that resembles perfectly a thermal one. Hence, although the temperature is
not strictly defined, the characterization of the molecular ensemble using a temperature is
useful and a thermal distribution captures the main features of the molecular ensemble.

4.3.2 Mapping the Ballistic Expansion
The above results show that one can trap a molecular ensemble with a given temperature, defined by choosing the depth of the microtraps on the molecule chip, and that one
can model the system accurately using numerical trajectory simulations. The ability to
take snapshots at different times in the ballistic time-of-flight evolution of the molecular
ensemble can also be used to advantage. For this, the experiment is repeated at an electrode voltage of 160 V, recording multiple images during the ballistic expansion of the
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molecule cloud to follow the evolution of the system. This, of course, is only meaningful
if the initial conditions are the same for each measurement. It was made sure, therefore,
that the molecules experienced the same trap depth and shape for every measurement.
The scheme for achieving the different expansion times is shown in Figure 4.6. Different
microtrap velocities are achieved at the point of release by applying a fixed deceleration
of −1 µm/µs2 (−106 m/s2 ) for different time durations and, in one case, followed by an
acceleration of the same magnitude. A waveform amplitude of 160 V peak-to-peak applied
to the microelectrodes creates 28 mK deep traps for CO molecules in the low-field-seeking
component of the a3 Π1 , v = 0, J = 1 level under this acceleration. Upon reaching the
desired final velocity, the motion is made uniform, increasing the trap depth to 57 mK
while the trap diameter increases from 4 to 20 µm.
Four images are shown in Figure 4.7. They show molecules ejected from the microtraps
toward the detection region, after a ballistic expansion time tb of 9, 15, 19, and 22 µs.
For these ballistic expansion images, the molecules were released when traveling uniformly
at 336, 207, 162, and 138 m/s, respectively. They flew the approximately 3-mm distance
between the point of release from the microtraps and the axis of the imaging lenses in
the detection region, which defined the time the REMPI laser was fired. One can clearly
distinguish the single traps and follow the ballistic expansion of the molecular clouds. At
a still relatively short time of flight of 22 µs the resolution of the individual microtraps
is almost completely washed out. This highlights the importance of on-chip detection for
spatial imaging to preserve a maximum of information.
In Figure 4.8(a) the integrated line profiles for the measurements using four different
ballistic expansion times are shown. The ballistic expansion of each individual molecular
cloud, each from an individual microtrap, can be seen with increasing expansion time.
However, for times tb >20 µs, it becomes increasingly difficult to discern the individual
microtraps as the individual clouds expand into one another. These measurements are
shown together with the results of numerical trajectory simulations. Experiment and
simulations show good agreement, demonstrating that both the ballistic expansion and the
ion imaging process are not significantly hindered by stray electric fields. The analysis of
these trajectory simulations shows that this trapped ensemble of molecules does not have a
perfectly thermal speed distribution. However, a comparison of the molecular velocities to a
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution remains helpful for understanding the order of magnitude
of the observed phenomena, as has been seen already in Subsection 4.3.1. In Figure 4.8(b),
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Figure 4.6: Manipulation scheme on the chip for mapping the ballistic expansion. Equivalently to the manipulation scheme shown before, the velocity of the traps (a)
and voltages applied to the chip (b) as a function of time are shown. The
loading of the molecules on the chip (circles), the release at the end of the
chip (triangles) and the ionization (pentagons) are marked. The molecules
experience the same trap depth until they are guided to the end of the chip.
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Figure 4.7: Two-dimensional spatial imaging of CO molecules. Molecules are imaged for
different ballistic expansion times, making it possible to follow the evolution of
the system.
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the calculated speed distributions in the Y -Z plane, extracted from each simulation, are
shown together with two-dimensional Maxwell-Boltzmann speed distributions, showing
that the molecular clouds have a best-fit temperature of 11 ± 1 mK.
Ballistic Expansion Model
The method of ballistic expansion imaging is widely used in ultracold atom imaging to
determine the temperature of a trapped sample. The density of atoms in a magnetic trap
is high enough to assure thermalization, giving rise to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of
the velocities, represented by a Gaussian function. In the noninteracting ensemble of CO
molecules used here, however, a Gaussian velocity distribution cannot be assumed a priori,
but the analysis presented above suggests that a Gaussian distribution is nevertheless a
fair approximation. Thus, the same analysis used for ultracold atoms is applied here to the
cold molecules based on time-of-flight imaging. If the expansion of the atomic or molecular
ensembles is dominated by the translational temperature, i.e., the velocity distribution of
the particles, then the expansion can be described as [Weiss89]:
σ 2 (tb ) = σi2 +

kB T 2
t ,
m b

(4.2)

where σ is the cloud standard deviation at ballistic expansion time tb , σi is the initial cloud
standard deviation, m is the mass of the particle and T is the temperature. This analysis
functions on the premise that the clouds are Gaussian in form both in their position and
velocity distributions [Weiss89]. However, Equation (4.2) remains a good approximation
even in the case when the initial spatial distribution is not Gaussian, if σi  σ(tb ), which
is the case here. Each of the line profiles in Figure 4.8(a) is fitted with a sum of seven
Gaussian functions, including the five clouds seen in the image and the contributions from
their next-nearest neighbors on either side of the image. Using Equation (4.2), a leastsquares fit is then carried out to σ 2 (tb ) against t2b and a temperature of T = 13 ± 3.5 mK is
subsequently extracted, where the error is given here by the 95% (2σ) confidence bounds
of the least-squares fit (see Figure 4.8(c)). The extracted temperature compares well with
the 11 ± 1 mK found using trajectory simulations.
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Figure 4.8: Analysis of different expansion times of molecule clouds. (a) Integrated line
profiles (black) extracted from images (as in Figure 4.2) for various expansion
times. For each expansion time, the blue line is the result of fitting a multiGaussian profile (see text for details), the red line is the result of trajectory
simulations. (b) Speed distributions calculated from trajectory simulations
for all four experimental conditions (red) and calculated Maxwell-Boltzmann
distributions (blue), with the best fit given by a thick line. (c) The square of
the mean Gaussian standard deviation from the fit in (a) plotted against the
ballistic expansion time squared. The slope is proportional to the temperature
of the gas (Equation 4.2).
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4.4 Manipulation of the Temperature of Trapped
Molecules
Potential developments for future molecule chips include the integration of, for example,
optical traps [Padgett11], as well as cooling techniques to reach ultracold temperatures and
the implementation of high-resolution spectroscopy. [Carr09] If the molecule chip were to
be used as a molecular source for high-resolution spectroscopy, the molecules would need
to be ejected at low velocity from the chip with a narrow velocity distribution so that
the packet of molecules remains together for the longest possible time. [Quintero-Pérez13]
Indeed this is one of the main goals of cold-molecule research. As a demonstration of
the new on-chip detection system, it is now used to analyze the effect of a phase-space
manipulation sequence to compress the velocity distribution without losing molecules.
To do this experimentally, molecules are captured and decelerated using waveforms with
200 V amplitude. Then, the amplitudes of the waveforms are linearly ramped down to
50 V in a time ta , while guiding the molecules at constant velocity over the molecule chip
surface. This procedure expands the volume of the traps in the Y - and Z-direction and
the trap depth is lowered from 71 mK to 13 mK, leading to an adiabatic expansion of the
trapped molecules on the chip. The manipulation scheme is explained in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.10 shows integrated experimental imaging signals along with corresponding
trajectory simulations for ta = 0, 10, 25, and 188 µs. The data show that the best-fit temperature is reduced from 16 mK to 5 mK for an expansion time ta = 188 µs (slow compared
to the trap frequencies of hundreds of kHz). For shorter expansion times, however, cooling
is less effective, as can be seen from Figure 4.10(b).
These claims stem from the results of trajectory simulations and are supported by the
good agreement of the calculations with the experiments. Unfortunately, images were
recorded only at a single ballistic expansion time (tb = 15 µs) and an accurate experimental
determination of the translational temperature of the cloud is thus impossible for this set
of measurements. However, the size of the cloud at the beginning of the expansion can be
estimated and Equation 4.2 can be applied. Of course, such an approach is not a rigorous
treatment and is only intended for showing the order of magnitude of the phenomenon. The
results of this treatment are shown in Figure 4.10(c), where the translational temperature
of the clouds is plotted against the estimated initial size of the clouds upon release from the
traps. By assuming a σi2 of approximately 400 µm2 from Figure 4.8(c) it is found that this
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Figure 4.9: Manipulation scheme for adiabatic expansion of trapped molecules on the chip.
Velocity of the traps (a) and voltages applied to the chip (b) as a function of
time. The velocity scheme is the same for all measurements. Again, as before,
the loading of the molecules on the chip (circles), the release at the end of the
chip (triangles) and the ionization (pentagons) are marked. After deceleration,
the molecule clouds are allowed to expand in the trap for a variable amount
of time because the trap electric field gradient is reduced by lowering the chip
voltage. This means a specific Stark energy is reached further away from the
minimum, allowing the molecules with a given energy to reach positions further
away from the minimum. The adiabatic expansion times are indicated in (b).
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method overestimates the temperature with respect to trajectory simulations. However,
trajectory simulations yield smaller values for σi2 (shown as red circles in Figure 4.10(c))
which makes the discrepancy even larger.
The poor knowledge of the ballistic expansion time tb is a possible explanation for such
a discrepancy. tb depends on the position of the ionization laser beam, which is difficult
to measure. An offset of a few microseconds in tb , corresponding to a spatial offset of
the order of hundreds of microns, would be within the error bars of Figure 4.8 and would
yield the dashed lines of Figure 4.10. Another possible explanation is that the molecules
in the traps are simply slightly warmer than expected due to imperfections in the applied
waveforms.
Model: Harmonic Potential
A simple way to rationalize the results of experiments and trajectory simulations is to
approximate the trapping potential with a harmonic one, so that it becomes U = k(Y 2 +
Z 2 )/2. The lowering of the trapping potential for the adiabatic cooling corresponds therefore to a reduction of the initial ki to a final kf , which results in a reduction of the trap
frequency ω =

q

k/m, where m is the mass of a molecule. If the transformation is adiabatic,

the total energy of the oscillator remains proportional to the frequency [Landau93]. Thereq

fore, the final energy of the ensemble will be given by Ef = Ei ωf /ωi = Ei kf /ki . Furthermore, if the system is treated quantum mechanically, the energy is given by E = (n + 12 )~ω
and the adiabaticity condition implies that each molecule remains in the same n-level during the process. This gives the same dependence of the energy change on the trapping
potential as in the classical case.
As mentioned above, the microtrap potentials on the chip are only harmonic at the
center of the microtrap. Therefore, the central 10 µm of the potential is taken, where the
vast majority of molecules are situated, and fitted with a harmonic function U = (kY Y 2 +
kZ Z 2 )/2. This gives a trapping frequency ω of approximately 1300 kHz at 200 V and
approximately 500 kHz at 50 V, which leads to a reduction in temperature to approximately
40% of the initial temperature, i.e., from 16 mK to 6 mK. The main source of error in this
treatment is the harmonic approximation of the trapping potential. Moreover, the rate
of change of the trapping potential, and therefore of the trap frequency, must be slow
enough for the process to be adiabatic: dω/dt  ω 2 . [Landau93] As the oscillation period
is τ = 2π/ω, one can rewrite the adiabaticity condition as dτ /dt  1. In the above
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Figure 4.10: (a) Experimental integrated line profiles of molecules for various manipulation times, along with the corresponding numerical trajectory simulations.
By fitting a multi-Gauss function to the experimental data, values of σ for all
four measurements are obtained; the values for the calculated data are shown
in parentheses. The relative uncertainty on the determination of σ is 10%.
(b) Decrease in temperature with manipulation time from trajectory simulations. Circles denote the times for which experimental measurements were
performed. (c) Translational temperature of the clouds for the different expansion times ta as a function of the estimated initial cloud size, obtained from
experimental data using Equation 4.2. The uncertainty due to the error in the
determination of σ is represented by the thickness of the lines. Solid lines show
the results for tb = 15 µs; dashed lines show the results for tb = 18 µs. The
red circles show σi2 from trajectory simulations. (d) Two-dimensional velocity distribution and projections. The distributions in the Y - and Z-direction
after phase-space manipulation are different, showing that the phase-space
manipulation does not act isotropically. Trajectory simulations (solid lines)
and Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions for the best fit temperatures (dashed
lines) are shown. Simulations show a number loss of approximately 5% during
the phase-space manipulation.
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mentioned case, the initial trap period was 0.8 µs (for 1300 kHz) and the final trap period
was 2.0 µs (for 500 kHz). Taken simply as a change in trap period of ∆τ = 1.2 µs in
the adiabatic expansion time of 10, 25, and 188 µs (Figure 4.10), leads to ∆τ /∆ta =
0.1, 0.05, and 0.007, respectively. One can see the validity of the adiabatic condition in
Figure 4.10(b), where only in the latter case (ta = 188 µs), the temperature approaches
the asymptotic limit, i.e., when ∆τ /∆ta = 0.007.
Model: Expansion of an Ideal Gas
The adiabatic expansion can be modeled in terms of an ideal gas as well. The adiabatic
condition that P V γ is constant and the ideal gas law P V ∝ T can be used to show that
T V γ−1 is also constant, where P is the pressure, V is the volume, T is the temperature
and γ = 1.67 is the ratio of specific heats for an ideal gas. Knowing the initial temperature
Ti and the ratio of the initial and final volumes Vi /Vf would allow to calculate an estimate
of the final temperature Tf after the adiabatic expansion.
To calculate the volume of the molecular ensemble one needs to consider the process of
how the molecules are trapped and decelerated. The molecules are trapped by microtraps
being already decelerating by −1 µm/µs2 , which have a depth of 46 mK to the saddle
point of the potential at an electrode voltage amplitude of 200 V, less than their depth
at a constant speed of 81 mK. The switch between deceleration and subsequent constant
speed is instantaneous. Thus the volume of the decelerated trap is taken as the initial
volume of the trapped molecule ensemble which is calculated to be Vi = 159 µm2 × 4 mm
with an error of approximately 10%, given by how close spatially to the saddle point of the
potential it is integrated. Subsequently, as long as the microtraps are moving at constant
speed, the amplitude of the voltage applied to the electrodes is then decreased linearly to
50 V in the manipulation time ta to achieve the adiabatic expansion. The final trap at
50 V has a saddle point at 13 mK. However, it is observed from the numerical trajectory
simulations that few molecules are located near the saddle point of the trap, both for the
200 V trap under deceleration and for the 50 V trap under constant speed. In fact, as has
been said before, a loss in the number of molecules of only approximately 5% is observed for
the whole manipulation sequence, indicating that the molecules have insufficient time to
find the saddle point and leave the trap, and hence are metastably trapped. To calculate a
final volume Vf , therefore, the volume of the 50 V trap is taken up to the maximum possible
energy of the molecules in the trap (46 mK), since these molecules have experienced the
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whole expansion sequence inside the trap, but with the constraint that any part of the
volume situated spatially beyond the saddle point is excluded, since any molecules there
would be ejected from the trap. In this way, a final volume of Vf = 1552 µm2 ×4 mm can be
estimated with an error of approximately 20%. Using the ideal gas equation given above,
for the initial temperature Ti = 16 mK (Figure 4.10(a)), this leads to a final temperature
Tf = 3.5 ± 0.8 mK, a value within 2σ of that seen in the observations in Figure 4.10
(5 mK). It is stressed here that these calculations are very approximate, since it is difficult
to precisely estimate the volume that the molecules explore in the trap. However, it is
instructive to show that the ideal gas theory can be applied to model the adiabatic cooling
process and give the correct order of magnitude for the final temperature of cold molecules
in a single quantum state trapped and manipulated on the molecule chip.

4.5 Summary
With the ability to trap molecules [Meek09b], to manipulate their internal [Santambrogio11,
Abel12b] and external [Meek08, Meek09a] degrees of freedom and now to produce timeresolved images with a fully integrated detection system [Marx13], the molecule chip is
being developed into a complete toolkit for the investigation of cold molecular ensembles
and a wide range of quantum phenomena and molecular processes.
The chief advantage of on-chip detection is the ability to probe the system at short
evolution times. This allows for the detection of short-lived quantum states. Moreover,
it maximizes spatial resolution and increases the signal-to-noise ratio, as it minimizes the
ballistic expansion of the molecules on their way to an external detector. One of its main
advantages is its general applicability, through the use of the REMPI process, making it
not only quantum-state-selective, but applicable to virtually every molecule.
It was shown that this toolkit can be used to measure the temperature of the trapped molecules through ballistic time-of-flight imaging. Using a sequence of time-resolved images,
the free expansion of the molecular ensemble was measured, from which a temperature was
extracted using an analytical approach commonly used in the ultracold atom community.
Numerical trajectory simulations were then used to show the validity of the analytical approach. The simulations offered deeper insight into the dynamics of the molecular ensemble
and were subsequently used to investigate the effect of trap depth on the temperature of
the molecules trapped on the molecule chip. This analysis allowed then to demonstrate
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that a phase-space manipulation scheme can significantly reduce the temperature of the
trapped molecules, in this case to a third of its initial value.
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CHAPTER

5

Ammonia
5.1 Introduction
The ammonia molecule (NH3 ) has a wide range of applications and has played a key
role in various scientific discoveries. Plants, for example, need a nitrogen source for their
growth, but with rare exceptions they cannot make use of the bare N2 molecule present
in the atmosphere. Only a small class of plants can fixate free nitrogen thanks to symbiosis with bacteria at their roots. Fertilizers based on ammonia provide a nitrogen source
that is usable by plants and consume approximately 80% of the industrial production of
ammonia [Erisman08]. Moreover, ammonia plays a dominant role as a precursor for the
production of other substances, such as explosives (nitroglycerin and TNT), is used as
refrigerant due to its large heat of vaporization, and as cleaning substance.
On the scientific side, ammonia was the first molecule to be studied with microwave
spectroscopy [Cleeton34]. The first maser, a coherent microwave source, was based on
a beam of ammonia [Gordon54, Gordon55], and this achievement paved the way for the
subsequent development of lasers, with their diverse applications. [Milonni10]
Its importance in the study of interstellar space is paramount. The molecule possesses
many different transitions in the infrared and microwave region. The observed spectra of
interstellar ammonia are rotational transitions from states that are excited by collisions
with H2 . These transitions, which have spontaneous decay rates in the range between
10−2 and 10−9 Hz, provide information about interstellar densities on different time scales.
Due to the broad frequency coverage it can be detected with telescopes in various spectral
ranges. Furthermore, ammonia was the first polyatomic molecule detected in space. [Ho83]
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Ammonia is used for the search for a possible variation of µpe , the proton-to-electron mass
ratio. The analysis of the inversion line spectrum of ammonia is a very sensitive probe
for the value of µpe . [vanVeldhoven04] The observation of molecular transition frequencies
at significantly different times of the universe gives a constraint on the temporal variation
of µpe , whereas observations from different sky directions probe for spatial variations.
Moreover, measurements within our galaxy can test whether µpe depends on the local
matter density. [Henkel12]
Large scale production of ammonia was made possible by Fritz Haber and Carl Bosch
in the beginning of the 20th century via a process nowadays known as the Haber-Bosch
process, which allows for the synthesis of ammonia directly from nitrogen and hydrogen.
Fritz Haber was awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1918 “for the synthesis of ammonia from its elements”. Almost 90 years passed until the precise explanation of the
catalytic reactions by Gerhard Ertl at the Fritz Haber Institute earned him a Nobel Prize
in chemistry in 2007 [Ertl08]. It seems that ammonia is inseparable from to the FHI and,
thus, I felt obliged to take the challenge upon me and try to trap it on the microchip.
Until now, only metastable CO has been trapped on the microchip. Trapping of ground
state molecules with a large Stark effect, like ammonia, would allow to prolong the time
available for experiments, perhaps up to many seconds. Interactions with the surface via
black-body radiation or with induced dipole forces are interesting phenomena that could
be studied with ammonia trapped on the chip. A cold, slow, and dense sample of ammonia
molecules might be used in high-resolution spectroscopy experiments to search for the
aforementioned possible change of the fundamental constants.
Ammonia has been decelerated before in conventional switched decelerators [Bethlem00]
and in traveling-wave ring decelerators [Quintero-Pérez13]. Thus, the prospects for trapping ammonia on the chip were good. However, no evidence for trapping could be observed
and this chapter will therefore present a negative result. Here, all experimental details are
described and the cause of the difficulties with ammonia is identified in too large nonadiabatic losses.
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5.2.1 Spectroscopy
The REMPI spectrum of the |νInv = 1, J = 1, K = 1i lfs state of ammonia is complex and
for the detection of trappable lfs ammonia molecules in the experiment it is crucial to know
which peaks actually correspond to this lfs level. Therefore, first, a REMPI spectrum
was recorded with all electrodes of the chip grounded and the REMPI laser positioned
a few mm after the chip. A sketch of the setup used for the spectroscopy experiments
is shown in Figure 5.1. The data from spectroscopy are shown in Figure 5.2(a) and are
compared with spectra measured by van Veldhoven et al. [vanVeldhoven06]. The spectrum
shows a group of several peaks, which were assigned according to their transition from
the ground to the intermediate state in the (2+1)REMPI process using information from
References [vanVeldhoven06, Bertsche14, Bunker04]. The peaks match well with respect
to their position and relative intensity. Five major peaks have been identified in the
measurements originating from the |νInv = 1, J = 1, K = 1i lfs state. Other peaks originate
mainly from |νInv = 1, J = 1, K = 0i. The final states of the two-photon process are the
e
lowest rotational levels of the B(ν
2 = 5) excited vibronic state. Since the initial and final

levels in the transition are connected with a two-photon process, the symmetry of both
states needs to be the same. Therefore, the lfs states with E’ symmetry in the ground state
are only connected to states of E’ symmetry in the excited state. The equivalent is true
for the K = 0 levels of A1” symmetry.
In a second step, the ionization laser was slightly moved away from the center of the
molecular beam, position [b] in Figure 5.1, and two more REMPI spectra were recorded in
this configuration, Fig. 5.2(c). The first spectrum was recorded with positive and negative
voltages applied to the electrodes on the chip in an alternating way (+100 V, −100 V,
+100 V, . . . ), in order to create a mirror for molecules in lfs states [Schulz04]. At short
distances from the chip surface, this voltage configuration produces an exponentially decreasing electric field strength. In contrast to lfs molecules, hfs would be attracted to the
surface, whereas nfs molecules, such as the K = 0 states, are almost unaffected. As a
reference, the other REMPI spectrum was recorded with all electrodes grounded. In part
(d) of the figure, data from Reference [vanVeldhoven06] are plotted for comparison. In
that work ammonia molecules in lfs states were focused with an electrostatic hexapole into
the detection area, also increasing their relative signal compared to all other states. Be-
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Chip
Figure 5.1: Setup for spectroscopy on 14 ND3 . The molecules fly over the surface of the chip
within the area labeled by “Free molecular beam” when the electric fields are
switched off. The REMPI laser is positioned at [a] to record a normal spectrum.
With the REMPI laser at position [b] the signal due to molecules in lfs states
is enhanced when an alternating potential is applied to the microchip. This
facilitates the assignment of the spectrum.
cause of the good agreement between the two different and independent measurements, the
identification of transitions related to lfs states in the electronic ground state is considered
reliable. Only the widths of the peaks are much different, which is a result of the details
of the two setups. For further measurements of trapped molecules, the highest intensity
lfs transition at 31511 cm−1 has been chosen for detection in the experiments.

5.2.2 Characterization of the Molecular Beam
The ammonia molecular beam was prepared by expanding a 20% mixture of ammonia in
Xe through the pulsed valve. The backing pressure of the gas mixture was 2 bar and the
valve was kept at a temperature of 203 K (see Section 2.3). For an accurate determination
of the beam velocity several values need to be known: the position of the nozzle, the exact
opening time of the valve, and the position of the detector, which in this case is given by
the ionizing laser beam. The measurement of these three values is not trivial. However, the
chip allows for a simple and accurate method to calibrate the measurement of the beam
velocity, if it is used to guide the molecules at a given velocity. From the chip geometry and
the frequency of the applied waveforms, the velocity of the moving microtraps is known
very accurately. Thus, the measurement of a group of molecules that are guided at a
defined speed calibrates the setup.
A beam of CO molecules was produced originating from a similar 20% mixture of CO
in Xe, kept at the same backing pressure and temperature, to calibrate the setup. By the
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Figure 5.2: Spectroscopy of 14 ND3 . (a) Ammonia REMPI spectrum on the free molecular
beam. (b) Data from Reference [vanVeldhoven06] for comparison. (c) REMPI
spectrum with displaced laser position. The spectrum recorded with alternating DC voltages applied to the chip is plotted in green, while the spectrum
with no voltages is plotted in orange. (d) Reference measurement for the determination of transitions originating from lfs states, the data is taken from
Reference [vanVeldhoven06]. The frequency of the lines with increased intensity in the measurements with ±100 VDC in (c) and the peaks from the reference measurement in (d) match well, indicating transitions originating from
molecules in lfs states. Selection rules for this (2+1)REMPI transition are
e
f
B(ν
2 = odd) ← X(νInv = 1), ∆J = 0, ±1, ±2, ∆K = ±1, while the rovibronic
symmetry stays the same (E’←E’, A1”←A1”). [Schleipen92]
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time the molecules arrive at the chip, the forward velocity and position are correlated,
because the faster and the slower molecules had enough time so separate in space. This
implies that only molecules with a particular velocity reach the chip entrance (and later
the detector) at a given time. As a result, the velocity and its spread can be extracted
from measured beam profiles. The arrival time profile of the CO molecular beam is shown
in Figure 5.3(a), having a mean speed of 342 m/s, with a FWHM of approximately 15 m/s.
This is known from the arrival time profiles of guided CO molecules. Guiding is shown for
336 m/s together with a background measurement (240 m/s) below the curve of the free
molecular beam.
The ammonia beam profile in time is shown in Figure 5.3(b). The temporal distribution
of the ammonia molecules is much broader than for CO, which is the result from detecting
ground state ammonia molecules instead of the laser-excited metastable CO molecules.
The metastable CO molecules represent only a fraction of the ground state distribution
because of the small laser volume in which ground state CO molecules are pumped to
the excited metastable state. Despite the difference in width, the curves from the free
molecular beams have a similar mean velocity, which is the result of the similar mass of
the mixtures. The ammonia beam is found to have a mean velocity of 318 m/s and a
HWHM on the lower velocity side of approximately 50 m/s. The guiding curve in the
figure shows the signal when guiding with 312 m/s, whose expected guiding peak position
is indicated with an arrow.

5.2.3 Efforts to Trap Ammonia
Trying to trap and guide ammonia on the chip, the guiding speed was varied in a large range
between 180–330 m/s and the detection time was adapted correspondingly; moreover, a
series of detection timings was always tried to account for possible errors in the determination of the distances of the molecular beam. However, no signal was measured that can be
attributed to trapping and guiding of ammonia. A large velocity range was tried because
of the wide velocity distribution of the ammonia beam. Moreover, in another attempt, an
appropriate deceleration of the trapped molecules was applied to separate them from the
free beam. This reduces the background signal at the cost of a lower number of trapped
molecules. It was not clear whether such an experiment would improve the signal-to-noise
ratio, because it is hard to do predictions for an experiment that is not working, but is was
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Figure 5.3: Time-of-flight profiles of CO and ND3 molecular beams. (a) CO free beam
and guiding signal. The guided molecules are visible as the difference between
the guiding (red) and the background curve (green). Guiding was done at
336 m/s. To measure the background, a guiding speed of 240 m/s was used.
(b) The equivalent measurement for 14 ND3 . Guiding is tried at 312 m/s and
the expected arrival time is indicated by the arrow. Uncertainty in the laser
position (less than 3 mm) translate to an uncertainty of less than 10 µs in the
arrival time, which is covered by the measured data.
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tried nonetheless.
A further issue with the detection of trapped ammonia molecules is arising from the
poor spatial overlap between the molecule packets and the laser spot size. The trapped
molecules fill many traps, which together occupy a few millimeters. Yet a (2+1)REMPI
process requires a large fluence to guarantee a good efficiency for the two-photon process, so
the laser beam is tightly focussed to a 10 µm spot-size. To reduce this size mismatch spacebunching acceleration sequences [Meek10] were tried. Unfortunately, none of these methods
lead to the detection of trapped ammonia molecules. All experiments were repeated for
14

NH3 ,

14

ND3 , and

15

ND3 .

5.3 Nonadiabatic Transitions
The adiabatic theorem of quantum mechanics states that if one enumerates the energy
eigenstates of a quantum mechanical system in order of increasing or decreasing energy,
and the system is initially found in the nth eigenstate, the system will remain in the nth
state during an adiabatic process, i.e., a process in which the Hamiltonian changes “sufficiently slowly”. [Born27, Born28] The energy eigenstates of the trapped polar molecules
on the chip are such a quantum mechanical system. The description of their eigenstates
is based on the approximation that the energy of a polar molecule in an electric field
depends only on the electric field strength, which is usually a good approximation, so
~
U ≈ U (|E|).
This is justified because the orientation of the molecules in space follows
the direction of the electric field adiabatically around in the trap, if the field changes
“slowly enough”. These adiabatic states can be quantized along the field vector and are
assigned a projection quantum number M . However, this approximation breaks down if
the field vector changes too quickly. In this case nonadiabatic transitions to other M -states
can occur. Therefore, additional interaction terms need to be considered in the potential
~ + ∆U (∂ E/∂t)
~
U = U (|E|)
+ . . . for the complete description.
The probability of a nonadiabatic transition to happen between two levels is related to
the ratio of the rate of electric field change fE~ , in magnitude or direction, to the frequency
separation between these levels fE = ∆E/h. The probability is significantly high if fE~ & fE .
If the change in electric field is too fast, the molecules experience an electric field with
spectral components able to drive the aforementioned transitions. For trapped molecules
in lfs states, this is particularly problematic if the new state is not or only weakly lfs,
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because molecules will be lost from the trap.
The equivalent effect for atoms in magnetic traps is known as Majorana or spin-flip
transitions. Both the Majorana transitions for atoms trapped in magnetic quadrupole
traps [Petrich95] and the nonadiabatic transitions in molecules trapped in electric quadrupole traps [Kirste09] have been studied. The trap losses can be significantly reduced
by increasing the spacing between levels ∆E or by preventing the particles to encounter
these rapidly changing fields. One relatively simple solution is to add an offset magnetic
field [Fortàgh07] or an offset electric field [Kirste09] to raise the minimum energy difference
from the trappable to the other states. For the chip this is difficult, however, because at the
position of the traps, close to the surface, an external electric offset field will be screened
by the metallic electrodes generating the trap.
The level splitting, and therefore ∆E, can also be increased in

12

CO by applying a

magnetic field in addition to the electric trapping fields, which again leads to a reduced loss
f however, the spin is 0 and the
rate [Meek11b]. For 14 ND3 in the electronic ground state X,

effective magnetic moment will not have components from electrons. Neglecting hyperfine
structure, which is on the order of a few MHz in

14

ND3 at zero field [vanVeldhoven06], the

Zeeman effect of a symmetric top molecule can be expressed according to [Kukolich73] as
EZeeman (J, K, M ) = −µN g(J, K)M H −

χ(J, K)H 2 (3M 2 − J(J + 1))
,
3(2J − 1)(2J + 3)

(5.1)

with g(J, K) ≈ 0.5 and χ(J, K) ≈ 10−5 J/T2 /mol ≈ 25 kHz/T2 . [Hüttner74] The second
term can be neglected if H  100 T, and then the splitting scales roughly with the nuclear
magneton µN ≈7.6 MHz/T. The approximately 23 MHz splitting formerly used to suppress
nonadiabatic transitions in trapped

12

CO [Meek11b] was achieved by using an H = 5 mT

field. This was possible because the splitting of electronically excited CO scales roughly
with the Bohr magneton µB ≈ 14 GHz/T ≈ 2 · 103 µN due to the contributions from
the electron (L and S) to the magnetic moment. For

14

ND3 , however, only energy shifts

much below 1 MHz are achievable with reasonably accessible magnetic fields, which is not
expected to significantly suppress nonadiabatic losses from the microtraps.
Instead of changing the trapping field with offset fields, also the energy difference to other
states (∆E) can be changed directly by taking advantage of isotopic effects. For ammonia,
the isotopologue

14

ND3 shows a larger level spacing at low field strengths as compared to

the 15 ND3 version and also shows a longer trapping time [Kirste09]. Equivalently, by using
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the 13 CO instead of the 12 CO isotopologue, the energy separation between trapped and untrapped states at vanishing electric field is raised from zero to approximately 50 MHz, which
reduces the likelihood of a transition and therefore increases trapping time. [Meek11b]
Since the likelihood of nonadiabatic transitions is determined from the ratio of the frequency of the electric field change fE~ to the frequency associated with the energy difference
to other states fE , a low likelihood can also be achieved by lowering fE~ instead of acting on
the energy difference. In a static, non-moving trap, the rate is determined from the electric
field gradient of the trap and the velocity of the molecule. Since the traps on the molecule
chip are generated from the difference of two fields, which change due to imperfections of
the applied waveforms, the trap minimum will jitter around. This jittering can be much
faster than the molecular motion and leads to a quickly moving trap which increases the
rate of change of the electric field experienced by the molecules. Moreover, the “dangerous”
area close to the minimum is effectively increased and more molecules will be exposed to
the problematic conditions there. An attempt to reduce the imperfections of the waveforms showed that indeed the nonadiabatic transitions can be reduced. A reduction in
anharmonicity of these waveforms from 7% to 3% showed that for CO the loss rate was
reduced by 10%. [Meek11b] Improving the waveforms much further is in general a difficult
task, because waveforms in the range of 3 MHz down to DC are needed with an amplitude
of 200 V.
In the case of CO, a thorough analysis of the nonadiabatic losses from the chip and
their prevention has been made [Meek11b]. For ammonia no such study is available, and
an experimental comparison between nonadiabatic transitions in ammonia and CO has
not been performed. The frequency of nonadiabatic losses from an electrostatic trap for
ammonia with the diameter of approximately 2 mm has been quantified to be on the order
of 1 Hz. [Kirste09] Since the frequency of the transitions scales quadratically with distance
from the electric field minimum [Kirste09], and the diameter of the microtraps is reduced
to approximately 1% (20 µm) of the diameter of the former trap, the loss rate on the
chip is expected to be on the order of 10 kHz. This amounts to the loss of approximately
90% of the trapped molecules over the roughly 200 µs of the guiding experiments. A
signal originating from 10% of the molecules that are loaded into the microtraps arises no
particular concern. This result, however, does not take the trap jitter into account, which
is known to be the most critical aspect in the chip setup. At the beginning of this project,
it was believed that a measurable signal would be available despite these losses.
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Of course, it would be desirable to extend the analysis carried out for CO to ammonia,
but without a measurable signal to start with this is a great challenge. Therefore, in a
set of experiments aimed at tracking the loss of molecules from trappable states, the traps
were switched on only for a short time period when the molecules approach the end of the
microstructure. Trapping times as short as a few µs were tried. It was expected that while
the broad distribution of free-flying molecules was progressively suppressed with increasing
trapping time, a sharp feature due to guided molecules would appear in the recorded signal,
which would be reduced for longer trapping times due to nonadiabatic transitions. This
effect could be observed for 12 CO but unfortunately no condition was found for which such
result could be obtained for ammonia.

5.3.1 Chip with Offset Electric Field
Since an offset magnetic field is not helpful to reduce nonadiabatic transitions in ammonia,
an additional electric field is considered here. In particular an electric field perpendicular
to the plane of the trapping field vectors is studied. The main difficulty arises because the
metallic electrodes of the chip shield the field components parallel to their surface.
Design
The setup designed to apply this additional electric field is shown in Figure 5.4. On the
two sides of the chip along the X-direction, metallic plates are mounted. A positive voltage
is applied to one of the electrodes and a negative voltage to the other. Thus the chip is in
a parallel-plate capacitor field, which is relatively homogeneous between the plates. The
plates have a length of 89 mm, a height of 25 mm, are 0.5 mm thick and are separated by
50 mm. Voltages of up to ±4.5 kV can be applied in the current setup without electric
breakdowns. Since metallic parts between the plates would further complicate the electric
field, the metallic razors and razor holders at the beginning and end of the chip have
been exchanged with nonmetallic versions. The 6 clamps bringing the voltage to the chip
pads have been redesigned to have a minimal amount of material between the traps and
the capacitor plates. The six groups of microelectrodes are connected with buses running
along the Z-direction. These buses are slightly higher than the center of the microtraps
above the chip surface, extending over the glass surface up to approximately Y = 35 µm.
To try to reduce the possible shielding of these metallic buses and the shielding of the
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Figure 5.4: Molecule chip between two metallic plates to apply an additional electric field
along the X-direction. The TOF detection setup at the end of the chip has
been omitted for simplicity.
microelectrodes the parallel plates can be tilted around the Z-direction by 0, 2 or 10
degrees.
Simulation of the Electric Field
With this capacitor an additional electric field is created over the chip along the Xdirection. The voltages are applied symmetrically on the plates (+U on one plate, −U
on the other). Since electric components between the two capacitor plates will distort the
homogeneous electric field, the presence of the metallic electrodes has to be included in the
simulation. To evaluate the electrostatic field in the region of the traps, a three-dimensional
unit cell of the electrode array is simulated, which comprises one electrode. To include the
effect of neighboring electrodes periodic boundary conditions along the Z-direction are
applied. The unit cell is chosen to be 12 mm × 6 mm × 40 µm (in X, Y , and Z). The
electrode is 4 mm long (X = −2 . . . 2 mm), 1.5 µm high (Y = −1.5 . . . 0 µm), 10 µm wide
and centered in the unit cell (Z = −5 . . . 5 µm). The periodicity is 40 µm along Z. The
metallic plates at the two sides along X create a field of 1.8 kV/cm (using ±4.5 kV) if no
chip with electrodes is inserted between them; the chip electrode itself is grounded.
The results of this simulation can be seen in Figure 5.5. Generally, only the X-component
of the electric field is considered because this is the important field axis in this case.
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Other components only shift the trap around on the Y -Z plane. Figure (a) shows the
magnitude of the X-component of the electric field on the Z = 0 µm plane (centered on a
microelectrode). The electrode itself cannot be seen because it is too thin on the chosen
scale. The grounded electrode will be polarized in the field, leading to two spots with
very high electric field strength at the electrode’s ends. The field between the electrode’s
ends is reduced, approaching zero close to the surface. Far from the electrode the field
approaches the 1.8 kV/cm field strength, which would be present without the electrode.
The color-coded range is clipped at 3 kV/cm to increase the visibility of areas with low field
strength. Figure (b) shows the electric field along the molecular beam axis Z, centered on
the electrode (at X = 0 mm) for different heights, chosen to be close to the trap height
(Y ≈ 19 . . . 45 µm). Close to the electrode the shielding of the electric field is strongest,
as can be seen especially for the 0 µm curve by a reduction to 0 kV/cm. The field is
approximately homogeneous along the Z-direction in the region where molecules fly and it
amounts to 0.02–0.04 kV/cm. Figure (c) shows the distribution along the electrode axis,
X. In the central part of the electrode (X = −1 . . . 1 mm) the field is relatively constant;
further outside it rises quickly. At X = ±1 mm the field has increased to approximately
0.038–0.076 kV/cm, at X = ±1.5 mm it has increased to 0.085–0.17 kV/cm. Figure (d)
shows the distribution along the axis normal to the chip surface (Y ). Along this direction
the field is almost linearly increasing with increasing distance from the surfaces for the
region where the traps are.
In conclusion, the electric field of 1.8 kV/cm, created with plate voltages of ±4.5 kV, is
strongly reduced by the microelectrode to values of approximately 1–10% (0.024–0.17 kV/cm)
for most of the molecules that are within 75% of trap length, between X = ±1.5 mm. Since
the normal trap electric field (0–5.6 kV/cm) created by the microelectrodes quickly dominates the additional field when moving away from the trap center, the additional field is
important only at the trap center around its 0 kV/cm field minimum. There, at approximately 25 µm height, the field strength is increased to approximately 0.03–0.11 kV/cm
(for positions X between ±1.5 mm).
Energetic Splitting
Using the precise energy level calculations performed in Reference [Kirste09] for ammonia in
low electric fields, the energetic splitting can be accurately determined. They are shown in
Figure 5.6 for three ammonia isotopologues. These calculations include hyperfine splittings
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Figure 5.5: Electric field distribution EX around a microelectrode when the chip is placed
between two parallel plates. The electric field without the chip would have a
homogeneous magnitude of 1.8 kV/cm. The microelectrode extends between
X = −2 . . . 2 mm, Z = −5 . . . 5 µm, and its upper surface is found at Y = 0 mm.
(a) Electric field strength on the Z = 0 µm center-plane. The electric field is
low around the electrode, except for the regions at the two ends. (b) Field
along the Z-direction for different heights Y above the electrode surface. It is
relatively homogeneous, except very close to the surface (below the trap region
of Y ≈ 19 . . . 45 µm). (c) Field along the X-direction for the same heights
above the surface as in (b). (d) Electric field along the Y -direction for different
positions along the electrode axis X.
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of the |νInv = 1, J = 1, K = 1i energy levels due to the presence of an electric quadrupole
moment of the 14 N nucleus (the splitting in three groups labeled with the quantum number
F1 = IN + J due to the nonzero quantum number IN ) and due to the spins S of the
hydrogen atoms (the smaller splittings; S = 1 for deuterium and S = 1/2 for each of
the hydrogen atoms H). In general the behavior of the energy levels in an electric field
is complex because of the many different states with their individual hyperfine splittings.
However, certain groups can be identified which behave rather similarly. They have been
labeled by roman numbers and are discussed below. The additional field experienced by
the trapped molecules EX , which is shown in Figure 5.5, is roughly on the order of 0.02–
0.2 kV/cm over the trap area. In particular, at the center of the trap it shifts up the
minimum field from 0 kV/cm to 0.03–0.11 kV/cm as has been mentioned earlier.
For

14

ND3 shown in figure (a), at low field strength the splitting due to the quadrupole

moment is dominating, which is approximately 0.63 MHz between the F1 = 1 and the
F1 = 2 states. For the majority of lfs levels (the F1 = 1 group or “I”), the splitting to
the nearest nfs levels of group III amounts to approximately 0.63–1.7 MHz for the fields of
0.03–0.11 kV/cm. Group II lfs levels have a splitting of up to approximately 1.4 MHz to
group III nfs. Unfortunately, for molecules in group I the levels of group II are separated
by only 0.3 MHz, which come even closer to the nfs levels at low fields.
For

15

ND3 shown in figure (b), a nuclear quadrupole moment is missing, leading to

a much closer approach of the lfs (group I) to the nfs states (group II) at low field. At
0 kV/cm the energy separation between the different levels are on the order of 0.1–0.2 MHz,
which is increased to approximately 1.2 MHz (0.11 kV/cm).
In figure (c) the situation is shown for
similar to the situation of

14

14

NH3 . The splittings in low electric fields is

ND3 , except for its lower Stark effect due to the larger inversion

splitting and that it is less complex because of the lower spin of hydrogen atoms compared
to that of the deuterium atoms. An energy splitting between the F1 and F2 lfs and nfs is
dominated by the quadrupole splitting of approximately 0.6 MHz, which is not changing
much up to the 0.11 kV/cm field present closer to the edges of the electrodes.
These increased splittings seem not to be significantly large to suppress nonadiabatic
transitions from lfs to nfs in any of the discussed isotopologues.
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Figure 5.6: Stark effect of the ground state |νInv = 1, J = 1, K = 1i of different ammonia
isotopologues in a low electric field. The presence of an electric quadrupole
moment of the 14 N nucleus (leading to a nuclear spin IN ) causes the observed
splitting in three main groups, labeled with the quantum number F1 = IN + J.
Smaller splittings occur due to the presence of the nuclear spins of the hydrogen
and deuterium atoms. Note that the electric field range is larger in figure (c).
The data is taken from Reference [Kirste09].

5.3.2 Experimental Tests
On the capacitor plates voltages up to ±4.5 kV were applied, leading to energy splittings
between lfs and nfs of up to 1.7 MHz for the majority of trapped molecules (75% of trap
volume), as has been described above. No signal could be observed using the different
isotopologues. Also various combinations of tilting of the capacitor plates, guiding, deceleration and reduced trapping time were performed. To exclude a possible charging of the
chip dielectric, the capacitor plates were turned on only for the time the molecules were
above the chip.

5.3.3 Other Possible Loss Mechanisms
The density of the molecular beam is similar for ammonia and for CO, as is their collision
cross section with background gas. Transitions induced by blackbody radiation at 295 K
from the |J = 1, K = 1i state of 14 ND3 (14 NH3 ) have a rate of 0.23 Hz (0.14 Hz) [Hoekstra07],
much too low to be relevant in these experiments.
In principle, long-range interactions of molecules with fluctuating fields from a thermal
surface might lead to heating and therefore to trap losses. For atoms and ions this effect
has been investigated [Henkel99]. It was found that for ions above a metal surface the effect
is particularly large and gives rise to a transition rate on the order of 1 Hz for distances of
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approximately 10 µm to the surface. Since the molecules will not get closer than 20 µm to
the chip surface and the neutral dipolar molecules are expected to interact much less with
the surface than ions, this effect should not be relevant here either.

5.4 Summary & Conclusion
Trapping ammonia molecules on a chip would extend the capabilities of the chip due
to longer trapping and manipulation times. Calculations of the effective trap depth for
ammonia molecules (Chapter 2) show that the trap depth is comparable to the case of CO.
However, no experimental evidence could be obtained for the trapping of ammonia on the
chip.
The detection method has been tested and compared with data from other sources and
no significant deviations were found. Techniques other than pure guiding were employed,
such as decelerating molecules to regions with less background signal or spatially bunching
them to increase the signal-to-noise ratio at the detector. The failure is attributed to
nonadiabatic transitions from trappable to non-trappable states. Approaches to reduce
their extent with magnetic or electric fields, which have been shown to work in other
setups for molecules, cannot be done on the chip in a similar way. Magnetic fields on the
order of hundreds of Gauss, which one could implement in the present setup, do not yield
a sufficient splitting to suppress the losses. Electric fields are suppressed over the metallic
electrodes, leading to energy splittings only up to at most a few MHz, which appear not
to suffice to observe even a small signal which could then be used to optimize the trapping
efficiency.
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6

A Ring Decelerator on a Chip
6.1 Introduction
The invention of the Stark decelerator [Bethlem99] opened up a new way of producing
slow and cold samples of molecules and enabled a variety of applications. Due to the low
achievable molecular velocities the interaction times of decelerated molecules with a radiation field are increased, enabling high-resolution spectroscopy [vanVeldhoven04, Hudson06]
since the interaction time is fundamentally limiting the obtainable energy resolution in such
spectra. With the ability of tuning the velocity over a large range with a Stark decelerator,
quantum state selective inelastic collision studies can be performed, e.g., by scattering OH
and Xe and thereby resolving the excitation of rotational transitions in OH. [Gilijamse06]
The deceleration of polar molecules and their subsequent electrostatic trapping allows one
to observe the decay of the number of trapped molecules and thereby to measure the
lifetime of the trapped molecules directly. [vandeMeerakker05, Gilijamse07]
The operation principle of this first-generation Stark decelerator is based on the switching
of high electric fields at fixed positions along the molecular beam. When the trapping and
deceleration is performed only at these discrete points along the molecular beam axis, the
trapping potential is not truly three-dimensional. This leads to trap loss predominantly at
low molecule velocities, even though improvements were presented using a new quadrupolar
decelerator design. [Sawyer08]
In 2010, a different type of Stark decelerator was presented that confines the molecules
in truly three-dimensional potential wells at all times, also for low velocities, referred to as
traveling-wave ring decelerator [Osterwalder10, Meek11a]. It shares basic operation princi-
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ples with the Stark decelerator on a chip [Meek08] which has been used so far in this thesis.
Heavy molecules like YbF are particularly interesting for high-resolution spectroscopy because they are excellent systems for looking for an electric dipole moment of the electron.
However, their lfs states turn hfs at relatively low electric field strength. But in the travelling wave decelerators molecules are always close to the field minimum, thus experiencing
lower electric field strengths than with first-generation decelerators. Deceleration of heavier molecules like YbF [Bulleid12] and SrF [vandenBerg14] has been demonstrated with
these traveling-wave ring decelerators.
Commercially available high voltage amplifiers which are used to create the electric fields
for trapping (like the commonly used Trek Model 5/80 [Quintero-Pérez13, vandenBerg14])
offer a useful waveform bandwidth on the order of 30 kHz–DC, which is sufficient to capture
molecules directly from a 300 m/s molecular beam. The voltage amplitude, and therefore
the trap depth and maximal acceleration, is restricted to ±5 kV. This amplitude is rather
low compared to the ±16 kV which were used in the original design [Osterwalder10] by
using custom built amplifiers with 30–10 kHz bandwidth, and this lower amplitude increases the minimum decelerator length needed to bring molecules to a standstill. A 50 cm
long decelerator for ammonia [Quintero-Pérez13] and a 4 × 50 cm long decelerator for the
heavier SrF [vandenBerg14] molecule were not sufficient to reach a standstill with Trek
amplifiers. Thus, due to the technical limitations on the electronics, ring decelerators
are mainly used as second stage deceleration units after a traditional switching decelerator [Quintero-Pérez13, Jansen13].
By miniaturizing this traveling-wave ring decelerator, large and deep, truly three-dimensional
trapping can be combined with a much easier design of the electronics, allowing thus for
full deceleration directly from a molecular beam down to a standstill.

6.2 Working Principle of a Ring Decelerator
The principle of operation of this decelerator has been described before in References
[Osterwalder10, Meek11a, vandeMeerakker12], and a brief overview will be given here based
on these previous works. Cylindrical coordinates are chosen here because they match the
symmetry of the original decelerator design and are conceptually relatively easy to treat
analytically, also because of the lower number of independent variables. In the chip version
of the decelerator the geometry is rectangular, which changes the behavior especially in the
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corners of the rectangle. Because of the high aspect ratio of 1:10 the trap electric field will
behave like a stretched version of the original one, which reduces the electric field at the
far edges slightly. Nevertheless, simulations show that the resulting electric field there is
still significantly higher than on the original chip, which still allows to create deeper traps.
The traveling-wave ring decelerator consists of a periodic arrangement of metallic ring
electrodes. Each period consists of N = 8 electrodes to which voltages are applied, generating the electric field minima for trapping lfs molecules. The rings have an inner radius
R0 and the period length is called λ. The axis Z goes through the center of the rings at
R = 0. Because of this ring geometry the electric field has cylindrical symmetry.
For the description of the electric field inside the ring structure it is helpful to first
consider the potential inside an infinitely long, conducting, and hollow cylinder to which a
spatially varying potential is applied along the Z-axis. The cylinder has an inner diameter
of R0 and the symmetry axis coincides with the Z-axis. In the absence of free charges, the
electric potential Φ(R, Z) obeys the Laplace equation
∇2 Φ(R, Z) = 0.

(6.1)

Using the ansatz of separation of variables, Φ(R, Z) = ΦR (R)ΦZ (Z), the Laplace equation
can be separated in two independent parts, yielding two ordinary differential equations
d2 ΦZ (Z)
+ k 2 ΦZ (Z) = 0
dZ 2
and
R2

d2 ΦR (R)
dΦR (R)
+R
− k 2 R2 ΦR (R) = 0,
2
dR
dR

(6.2)

(6.3)

where k is assumed to be a nonzero, real constant which describes the periodicity of the
potential λ = 2π/k and ΦZ (Z) varies sinusoidally with this constant k. The solution for
the radial part is proportional to a modified Bessel function of the first kind of zero order,
so ΦR (R) ∝ I0 (kR), which can be approximated by 1 + (kR)2 /4 in the range 0 ≤ kR ≤ 1.
Due to the linearity of the Laplace equation, the sum of its solutions is a solution as well.
The general solution of the potential, which is cylindrically symmetric, finite along Z and
periodic with periodicity λ = 2π/k, is given as
Φ(R, Z) =

∞
X

An cos(nkZ + δn )I0 (nkR).

n=0
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Figure 6.1: Electric field strength contours for an infinitely long, hollow, and conducting
cylinder with sinusoidally varying potential at |R0 | = 2 mm, a periodicity
λ = 12 mm and potential amplitude U0 = 10 kV, given by Equation 6.6. Two
electric field minima are generated which act as traps for dipolar molecules in
lfs quantum states.
Under the assumption that the potential at the inner surface (R = R0 ) is given by
Φ(R0 , Z) = U0 cos(kZ), only the n = 1 term survives and
"

#

U0
Φ(R, Z) =
I0 (kR) cos(kZ).
I0 (kR0 )

(6.5)

~
This directly yields the electric field E(R,
Z) = −∇Φ(R, Z) inside the cylinder, with
magnitude
E(R, Z) =

U0 k q
[I1 (kR) cos(kZ)]2 + [I0 (kR) sin(kZ)]2 ,
I0 (kR0 )

(6.6)

where I1 is the spatial derivative of I0 . A graphical version of this electric field is shown in
Figure 6.1. Two electric field minima are generated per period, acting as traps for dipolar
molecules in lfs quantum states.
In the decelerator setup, the continuous potential Φ(R, Z) is sampled by the N = 8
rings per period and the electric field will not be exactly the same as described here.
Nevertheless, the basic features of the real trap field are reproduced very well with the
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continuous model. The voltage on each of the rings is then given by
Un (t) = U0 sin(φ0 (t) + 2πn/N ),

(6.7)

where n = 1, 2, . . . , N numbers the electrodes and φ0 (t) describes the time evolution of the
phase. To determine the exact trapping electric field and potential, numerical simulations
must be performed, which is done in Subsection 6.3.2.
Trapping, Guiding and Deceleration
A constant phase φ0 describes a static situation where the position of the traps is fixed
in space and time. When the potential is varied sinusoidally in time, the phase can be
described by φ0 (t) = 2πf t and the traps start to move smoothly along the long axis Z of
the decelerator, which can be used for guiding trapped molecules with a particular velocity.
The velocity of the traps is given by v(t) = f (t) · λ. Thus, with a period of λ = 0.6 mm a
frequency f = 500 kHz is needed to move the traps at a speed of 300 m/s. Ramping down
the frequency f (t) over time leads to smooth deceleration to arbitrarily low velocities. How
fast the deceleration can be performed is limited by the trap depth, as will be described
later.
An additional way of guiding molecules can be done, which is conceptually even simpler
than the method described before. If the molecules entering the decelerator can be confined
in the transverse direction within the area surrounded by the ring electrodes, they can
be guided from the beginning to the end of the decelerator. To achieve this transverse
confinement, a high electric field must be created between the electrodes, which can be
done by applying a DC potential in an alternating way to the electrodes (+U , −U , +U ,
. . . ) and has been shown to work nicely in practice [Meek11a].

6.3 A Ring Decelerator on a Chip
6.3.1 Design
The geometry of the ring chip has been chosen to be basically a scaled-down version
of the original decelerator from References [Osterwalder10, Meek11a] (1:20). The down
scaling parameter is determined from the electronics: to achieve high voltage waveforms
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with good quality the amplitude is restricted to approximately 600 V with the current
amplifiers, which would correspond to 12 kV in the original setup. To create trap electric
fields with a similar strength, the geometry has to be scaled down with the same ratio.
Because the basic geometry is similar to the original decelerator one can take advantage
of the parameter optimization by Osterwalder, Meek and others. During the optimization
of geometrical parameters for the original ring decelerator it was found that with an inner
ring electrode diameter of 4 mm, a period length of 12 mm, an electrode diameter of
0.6 mm and a periodicity of N = 8 the best trap field can be generated. While a higher
parameter N means to sample the sine wave better and to create smoother electric fields,
it involves higher technical complexity. Also, the performance of a decelerator with higher
N was not necessarily better, as simulations showed. N = 12 and N = 6 performed worse
than N = 8, while N = 10 is comparably good. The reason is that for a constant electrode
thickness, with more electrodes per period the gaps between the electrodes shrink, which
distorts the field close to the electrodes. With less than 8 electrodes per period this effect
is reduced, but the electric field around the center axis decreases. Altogether, an optimum
of electrode thickness and electrode gap was found with N = 8. [Meek11a]
Manufacturing a chip-based circular loop is difficult, therefore squared (rectangular)
loops will be constructed. A trench is etched into a Si substrate (covered by an insulating
layer of Benzocyclobutene (BCB), a polymer) and a regular pattern of metallic stripes is
deposited along the trench. The three metallic sides of the stripes in the trench form three of
the four sides of the loop, the fourth is a metallic wire added by a wire bonder, which closes
the loop. By placing many of these squared loops next to each other, the total acceptance
area of a trap is increased and more molecules can be trapped. By virtually removing the
touching sides of the squared loops a large rectangular loop is formed with similar electric
fields, but which is easier to manufacture. Each rectangular loop is approximately 200 µm
high, 2000 µm wide, is approximately 20–30 µm thick, and has a center-to-center spacing
of 75 µm to its next-nearest neighbors along the trench axis Z. The voltages repeat after
N = 8 electrodes (λ = 600 µm).
In Figure 6.2 the final geometry of the design is shown. The metallic loops (Al) are
shown in the center of the structure. They are connected to every electrode which is
an integer multiple of 8 electrodes away via the distribution pads, which are connected
with Al wires that extend over the surface of the chip. One of them has a connection to
a larger pad (green line), farther away from the central structure, where the externally
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generated voltages are brought to the chip. A unit cell of the repeating structure with the
8 loops has been indicated with the dotted rectangle. The bonding process will have an
accuracy in the height of a bond of approximately 20–30 µm, the positioning on the landing
pads is within 5–10 µm. A cross section of the chip with one loop can be seen in figure
(b). The trench with the metalization and the wire on top (forming the loop) is clearly
visible. The substrate and surface manipulations are carried out either at the Fraunhofer
Institute for Reliability and Microintegration “IZM”, Berlin or the Halbleiterlabor of the
Max-Planck-Society, Munich.

6.3.2 Simulations
Traps for CO Molecules
The amplitude of the voltages for the ring chip is on the order of ±600 V, corresponding
to a voltage of ±12 kV in the original design. The generated electric field corresponds to
periodic Stark energy minima for polar molecules in lfs quantum states. Two-dimensional
and one-dimensional cuts of this Stark energy are shown for

12

CO molecules in Figure 6.3

for the situation that the long trap axis is between two electrodes. The traps have a tubular
shape with an aspect ratio of 10:1 (X:Y ).
The trap depth is limited by the saddle points of Stark energy around each minimum
which allow molecules with sufficient energy to escape. Electric field saddle points along
trap axes of approximately 20–29 kV/cm (in X), 26–31 kV/cm (along Y ), and 37 kV/cm
(along Z) are generated. The range of values is a result of the fact that the saddle points
change their height depending on the position of the trap along the beam axis Z. The
lowest saddle point is generated in the 4 corners of the trap when the trap axis is between
two electrodes (16 kV/cm, 250 mK).
In Figure 6.3(a) the two-dimensional Y = 0 mm plane (center position along this axis)
is shown for one complete period, containing the two traps per period. At X = ±1 mm 8
electrodes are indicated by black squares. For large parts along X the trap energy does not
change significantly, only close to the electrodes the Stark energy increases strongly, which
closes the trap in this direction. The color-coded energy legend is clipping at 1000 mK to
improve the visibility of the low energy details of the trap. Figure (b) shows the cut for
the Z = 0.1125 mm plane, across the minimum of a trap shown in figure (a) where the
lowest saddle point of approximately 16 kV/cm or 250 mK occurs in the four corners.
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Figure 6.2: Geometry of the ring chip. (a) Top view on the center part of the chip. A
Si substrate with an insulating layer has Al structures on its surface (Al wire,
landing pad, distribution pad). A wire bonder connects the landing pads to
form a closed loop electrode and it also connects the distribution pads among
each other (wires extend above the surface). Also, because of the periodicity,
every eighth electrode is connected to the same voltage (wires extend above
the surface). The two green Al wires connect the distribution pads to the one
pad which is connected to a waveform generator. (b) Cross sectional view on
the center part of the chip. The aspect ratio is not to scale.
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In figure (c) the X = 0 mm plane (center position along this axis) is shown for a complete
period. The colored line profiles shown in figures (d)–(f) directly correspond to the colored
lines and dots in figures (a)–(c). Figure (d) shows three cuts along the X-axis: one along
the minimum, one along the saddle point and one directly in between. The potential along
the X-direction is almost flat except for the region close to the electrodes. The cut along
the minimum reaches a local maximum (saddle point) of approximately 325 mK on the
trap axis within the area surrounded by the electrodes (|X| ≤ 1 mm). The other two
lines show an upshifted energy in the center and a slightly different behavior at the edges
because no minimum is generated between the other electrodes along the X-direction. The
cuts along the Z-direction are shown in figure (e). They have a rather linear slope close
to the minima. The saddle point between the minima lies at an energy of approximately
600 mK for most parts along X. The cuts along the Y -direction are shown in figure (f).
Again, the flanks of the potential are relatively linear across the trap minimum and show
a saddle point of approximately 425 mK.
The trap shape is not completely constant when the trap moves along the Z-direction.
The two extreme cases, the minimum being between two electrodes or above an electrode,
are shown in Figure 6.4. The case with the minimum between two electrodes is already
shown in Figure 6.3. Two-dimensional cuts of the Stark energy for these two cases can be
seen in figures (a) and (b), centered along the long trap axis X. The effect that the trap
height varies with the Z-position of the minimum has also already been described before in
Reference [Meek11a]. In figures (c)–(e) one-dimensional cuts through the trap energy are
shown. These lines always represent positions through the trap minimum in Z (for (c) and
(d)) and centered along the long axis X (for (e)). In figures (c) and (d) it can be seen that
for the X- and Y -direction within a distance of approximately 50 µm from the electrodes
a significant change of the Stark energy is occurring. There, the energy changes by up to
factor of 2 between the two cases. Along Z no change is observed. Note that the curve
taken for case (b) has been shifted back by half an electrode spacing for better comparison
between the two curves (which overlap strongly). The periodic modulation of the potential
depending on the trap position with respect to the electrodes is experienced by guided
molecules as a “breathing motion” of the trap with 4.4 MHz frequency at 330 m/s guiding
speed. This periodic modulation of the trapping potential extends over approximately half
the size of the trap (2 × 50 µm compared to 200 µm size along Y ) with variable strength.
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Figure 6.3: Traps for 12 CO generated with the ring chip decelerator. Figures (a)–(c) show the Stark energy on three
perpendicular planes. The two minima per period can be observed. Figures (d)–(f) contain the Stark energy
along several lines, which are also indicated in the other figures. The 250 mK dashed line indicates the volume
where molecules can be stably trapped. In (a)–(c) the energy is clipped at 1000 mK.
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Figure 6.4: The figures shows how the trap energy for 12 CO changes for the two cases: trap
axis between electrodes and on top of an electrode. (a) and (b) show the Stark
energy for the two cases on the X = 0 mm (center) plane. In (c) a cut along
X is shown going through the minimum, in (d) the same is shown for Y . In
figure (e) the trap energy along the molecular beam axis Z is shown for each
case; the line for the “on electrode” case is shifted back by half an electrode
spacing for better comparison between the two curves, which overlap strongly.
In (a) and (b) the energy is clipped at 1000 mK.
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Effective Traps under Deceleration
As has been explained for the two-dimensional chip before, the effective trap volume is
reduced during acceleration (deceleration). Again, this can be understood by modeling
the acceleration as an additional (pseudo-)potential UPseudo = −m · a · Z. The effect of
adding this potential to the original trapping potential is shown in Figure 6.5, where the
Z = 0 mm point has been chosen to be at the minimum. Four different accelerations a
between 0.0 and −1.5 µm/µs2 are shown in figures (a)–(d). By increasing the deceleration
the effective potential is tilted. At −1.5 µm/µs2 the trap for

12

CO and U0 = 600 V is only

≈ 50 mK along Z, at 1.85 µm/µs2 it opens up completely (not shown) and no molecules can
be trapped anymore. In figure (e) this tilt in the effective potential due to the acceleration
can be seen on the line going through the minimum (X = Y = 0 mm). To decelerate CO
molecules from 330 m/s to a standstill using a = −1.0 µm/µs2 , a decelerator length of
54 mm is required. Chip lengths up to 300 mm are planned, in order to decelerate even
much heavier molecules.

6.3.3 Comparison of Trappable Phase Space
To compare the estimated amount of trappable molecules on the new ring chip with the
original chip, first the volume of one trap is calculated in which

12

CO molecules with

a particular kinetic energy EKin can be trapped. This is similar to the procedure from
Section 4.3.1 and the result is shown in Figure 6.6(a) for both chips. At zero kinetic energy
the whole trap volume is able to stably trap molecules, whereas at the trap maximum of
87 mK for the original chip and approximately 250 mK for the lowest energy saddle point
of the ring chip this ability goes to zero. The peak-to-peak voltages used to create the trap
electric field are 1200 V for the ring chip and 240 V for the original chip, which are on
the upper end of possible voltages for each case. The curve for the original chip has been
increased by a factor of 7 for better comparison.
The number of molecules in each trap, Ntot (E), is calculated as
Ntot (E) =

Z EKin =E
EKin =0

V (EKin )ρ(EKin )dEKin .
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(6.8)

Figure 6.5: Effective trapping potential for 12 CO molecules under a deceleration a between 0 and −1.5 µm/µs2 . A higher
deceleration decreases the trap depth until the trap is almost nonexistent anymore (≈ 50 mK at −1.5 µm/µs2
along Z, 0 mK along Z at −1.85 µm/µs2 at 600 V amplitude). Figure (e) shows a cut along the center line
for each of the four cases. In (a)–(d) the energy is clipped at 1000 mK.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison between a ring chip trap and one from the original trap. (a) The
volume for each chip trap which allows to trap 12 CO molecules of a given
kinetic energy EKin in the molecular beam. (b) Ratio R(E) of integrated trap
volumes, reflecting the ratio of total particles trappable in the kinetic energy
range between 0 and E.
The ratio R of trapped molecules up to a kinetic energy E is given by
R(E) =

Ntot,ring (E) Z EKin =E Vring (EKin )
dEKin ,
=
Ntot,orig (E)
EKin =0 Vorig (EKin )

(6.9)

because the density in the molecular beam ρ(EKin ) is assumed to be constant for the
given energy range and the same for each case. This is shown in figure (b). The curve
starts from a ratio of approximately 7 at zero kinetic energy and progressively increases to
approximately R = 28 at 250 mK, which reflects the much larger volume of the ring chip
trap at all energies. For energies larger than the maximum trap depth of the ring chip
trap the ratio is constant because no more molecules can be (stably) trapped. For short
times much more molecules could be trapped though (up to approximately R = 420 for
the 600 mK highest energy saddle point along Z). Therefore, it is concluded that the new
chip design will allow to trap much more molecules.

6.3.4 Capacitance
A technically important parameter for the design and operation of the ring chip is its
capacitance. A high capacitance implies that large currents are needed to sustain the
applied voltages and obtaining waveforms with low distortion is harder for larger currents.
By minimizing the capacitance, the electronics can be simplified and/or the waveform
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quality can be improved. Furthermore, smaller currents induce less heating.
Using the COMSOL Multiphysics software suite the capacitance can be modeled by
implementing the geometry and the material properties. To simplify the geometry it is
assumed that the central structure of the chip (the loops) dominates the capacitance.
This is justified because there the metallic structures are much closer together than in the
outside region. One unit cell of 8 electrodes is simulated and periodic boundary conditions
are applied to take into account the effect of neighboring unit cells. The total capacitance
of a chip is then calculated by multiplying the capacitance per unit cell with the number
of unit cells on the chip.
Since the system is more complex than a simple parallel plate capacitor, the mutual
effects from each combination of two electrodes need to be taken into account. This can
be done by setting up a capacitance matrix C with elements Ci,j , where indices i and
j number the respective electrode 1–8 in the unit cell. The elements of the capacitance
matrix define the charge on each electrode Qi =

Ci,j Uj for given voltages Uj on the
~ whereas the elements
electrodes. The charges Qi are the elements of the charge vector Q,
~ . The elements Ci,i describe the self-capacitance
Ui are the elements of the voltage vector U
P8

j=1

of the electrode i with itself, elements Ci,j (i 6= j) describe the mutual capacitance between
electrodes i and j. Without loss of generality the capacitance matrix can be described with
the form





c c2 c3 c4 c5 c4 c3 c2 
 1


c2 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c4 c3 


C=


c3


c
 4

c
 5


c4


c3




c2 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c4 


c3 c2 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 


,

c4 c3 c2 c1 c2 c3 c4 


c5 c4 c3 c2 c1 c2 c3 


(6.10)



c4 c5 c4 c3 c2 c1 c2 


c2 c3 c4 c5 c4 c3 c2 c1



because of the mirror symmetry around the electrode i = j (i.e. the diagonal; the capacitance must be the same between electrodes that are in the same mutual position) together
with the translational symmetry (Ci,j = Ci+1,j+1 ) of the loop structure. As has been stated
before, the charge on the ith electrode Qi at every instant of time is given by the voltages
Uj on the electrodes j as Qi =

P8

j=1

Ci,j Uj . Since the voltage waveforms on the electrodes
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c1
c2
c3
c4
c5

=
=
=
=
=

1.65
−4.94
−1.74
−1.16
−1.03

10−13
10−14
10−14
10−14
10−14

F
F
F
F
F,

Table 6.1: Elements of the capacitance matrix of the ring chip.
have a phase shifted sinusoidal form, the charge on the electrode i is given by
Qi =

8
X
j=1



Ci,j U0 sin ωt +

2π
(j − 1)
8



= ([c1 − c5 ] sin(ωt) + [c3 − c3 ] sin(ωt + π/2)

(6.11)

+ [c4 − c2 ] sin(ωt + 3π/4) + [c2 − c4 ] sin(ωt + π/4))U0


√
2π
= [c1 + 2(c2 − c4 ) − c5 ]U0 sin ωt +
(i − 1) ,
8
where Qi oscillates in phase with voltage Ui . An effective capacitance of
Ceff = Qi /Ui = c1 +

√

2(c2 − c4 ) − c5

(6.12)

can be assigned, which is also the eigenvalue of the capacitance matrix with an eigen~ =
vector where the neighboring voltages resemble a sine wave with a 45◦ interval, U
√
√
U0 ( 2, 1, 0, −1, − 2, −1, 0, 1).
To evaluate Ceff it remains to determine the elements of the capacitance matrix. To
achieve this, the induced charge on each electrode qj is calculated by integrating the charge
density over electrode j in COMSOL Multiphysics when the electrode i was set to 1 V. The
elements ci of the capacitance matrix C are then calculated as ci = qi /1 V. The elements
are shown in Table 6.1 and give rise to the effective capacitance per channel and period
of Ceff = 1.22 10−13 F or 0.122 pF. Assuming a length of the chip of l = 333λ = 20 cm,
one channel has a capacitance of 333Ceff = 40.7 pF because these unit cells (capacitances)
lie in parallel. Under the above-mentioned assumption that the central parts of the chip
dominate the capacitance, the final total capacitance of one channel on the chip should
roughly be between 1–2 times this value, approximately 40–80 pF, which is close to the
measured values of approximately 80 pF for chips up to approximately 20 cm length.
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Figure 6.7: Relative dependence of the capacitance of the loop structure on the BCB insulating layer’s thickness. The insulating layer separates the surface metallization
and the semiconducting Si bulk material.
Minimization Since the capacitance of a (parallel plate) capacitor Cpp ∝ r , the dielectric constant of the material in the vicinity and between the plates, the capacitance can
be minimized by the choice of a material with low dielectric constant. One such material is the BCB polymer which is used as an insulating material on the chip and has a
relatively low dielectric constant r ≈ 2.7 [Burdeaux90]. Especially the comparison to
pure Si (the bulk material) is most important, which has a much larger dielectric constant r ≈ 11.7 [Dunlap53]. To minimize the capacitance, the effect of the BCB insulating
layer between the surface metallization and the semiconducting Si substrate is calculated
in dependence on the insulating layer’s thickness with COMSOL, see Figure 6.7. At zero
thickness, only the Si material influences the capacitance. The capacitance drops quickly
by increasing the insulating layer’s thickness, reaching a value of approximately 25% at
infinite layer thickness (capacitance of a pure BCB substrate). A reasonable thickness of
20 µm amounts already to a 40% relative capacitance compared to pure Si, which is chosen
in the setup.
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6.4 Status and Outlook
So far, several versions of the ring chip have been fabricated but they had various problems.
Either they could not withstand a high enough voltage, they had shorts between the
electrodes or parts of the loops were electrically isolated. Two of these chips are shown in
Figure 6.8, one in top view and the other in cross section. Additionally, the amplifier rack
and a measurement of the voltage waveforms is shown. These prototypes have a trench
width of 1 mm and 2 mm, respectively, and a loop height of roughly 220 µm. They can be
used to test the design, the materials and the amplifiers producing the voltage waveforms.
Tests were performed to measure technical parameters and to find the weak point in the
current design. Parameters include the resistance between the channels, the capacitance,
the temperature increase during operation and how much voltage the structure is able to
withstand. Different versions of the chip have different lengths (a few up to 20 cm) and
material composition (Au or Al on Si).
The capacitance of the chips of approximately 80 pF is already in a range which the
amplifiers can handle and the overall temperature increase is low, so no more effort will be
taken to reduce it further. The resistance between the channels is at least on the order of
1 GΩ, which is satisfactory.
A problem that was encountered was the local heating in spots with higher resistance on
the surface metallization. This lead to the melting of material from the surface. To reduce
this effect, the latest version has a thicker metallization layer (3 µm) and wider connectors,
which will reduce the resistance by a considerable factor.
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Figure 6.8: Overview about the existing setup: a test chip and the amplifier rack. (a)
Bonded chip with 2-mm trench width. (b) A zoomed cross section of a 1-mm
trench width chip, showing the entrance of the chip. (c) The rack with the
8 amplifiers producing the waveforms for the chip electrodes. (d) Measured
waveforms with 600 V amplitude at 600 kHz frequency (360 m/s) shown together with the frequency spectrum of this waveform, indicating the waveform
quality of approximately −40 dB harmonic distortion.
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Outlook
The coldest molecular species to date are alkali dimers created by associating ultracold
atoms. [Quéméner12] They have been employed, for instance, in the studies of ultracold
bimolecular reactions [deMiranda11, Ospelkaus10] and have been trapped in optical lattices to analyze their quantum dynamics, which represents the first step towards using
these systems to explore many-body dynamics in regimes that are inaccessible to current theoretical techniques [Hazzard14]. Understandably, these quite exotic species have
not been at the focus of the spectroscopists’ and chemists’ attention. Instead, ordinary
molecules cooled by direct methods have reached temperatures around 1 mK, or slightly
below [Prehn16, Norrgard16], an improvement of about three orders of magnitude on a
free supersonic beam.
This level of control of the molecular motion has proved itself precious for high-resolution
atom-molecule collision experiments [Gilijamse06, Shagam15] and for measurements of the
lifetime of metastable molecular states [vandeMeerakker05, Gilijamse07]. In the field of
high-resolution spectroscopy, though, cold, decelerated molecules have found remarkably
little application [vanVeldhoven04, Bethlem08].
In the frequency range starting from about the mid-IR, Doppler broadening is the main
source of frequency uncertainty in high-resolution spectroscopic measurements. Molecular
beams have reduced this to the level of the transversal temperature of the supersonic beam,
with uncertainties on the order of a MHz or below. Alternatively, two-photon or saturation
spectroscopy also overcomes this limit. In a gas cell the uncertainty limits are collisional
broadening and the interaction time, whereas only the latter is relevant for experiments
in the beam. Experiments on free supersonic beams have reached interaction (coherence)
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time on the order of 1 ms for SF6 [Shelkovnikov08], YbF [Hudson11], and ThO [Baron14]
molecules.
Ideally, a high-resolution spectroscopic experiment is performed away from any object
that could induce stray fields and thus perturb the measurement. Thus, a convenient experimental setup involves launching decelerated molecules in a fountain configuration or in
a beam. Once the molecular ensemble has been launched, it immediately starts to expand
at a speed related to its temperature. Thus, it is clear that the molecular cloud must be
launched at a speed which is several times the average thermal velocity in order to allow
most of the molecules to participate to the measurement. A mK temperature corresponds
to a few m/s for a small molecule of the kind that is typically decelerated, which implies a
launching speed of tens of m/s. The three orders of magnitude in temperature reduction
from the free supersonic beam to a Stark decelerated packet of molecules corresponds to a
reduction of a factor 30 in velocity. Nevertheless, to date, the better signal-to-noise ratios
obtained with free, non-decelerated, beams have generally been more successful than the decelerated molecules for high-resolution spectroscopy [Shelkovnikov08, Hudson11, Baron14].
One of the few examples of spectroscopy on a decelerated species is

15

ND3 . The low ve-

locity of the decelerated molecule allowed for the resolution of two hyperfine transitions
within the |J = 1, K = 1i state lying close in energy, which are separated by approximately
3 kHz. [vanVeldhoven04]
For a significant improvement in spectroscopy, a further cooling stage is thus required.
After the first direct cooling of the molecules to the mK range, their temperature could
be reduced further by a sympathetic cooling step, where they interact with atoms that are
previously laser-cooled down to the µK range. Sympathetic cooling has been successfully
applied to atomic ions [Drullinger80], atoms [Myatt97] and molecular ions [Mølhave00] but
not yet to neutral molecules.
Once an ultracold molecular sample is produced, more experiments become possible than
pure spectroscopic measurements. Rotational states of molecules having a permanent electric dipole moment, like the ones used in this thesis, can be coherently manipulated with DC
or low frequency electric fields. These electric fields can be created and controlled already
to high precision with current microwave technology, which has already been implemented
on microchips. [Clarke08, Böhi09, Hammer15] Therefore, the coherent manipulation of ultracold dipolar molecules on microelectronic devices seems to be a rather straightforward
method. In addition, the long-ranged nature of the dipole-dipole interaction between mol-
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ecules in defined rotational states is a very useful property for generating superposition
and entangled states between molecules, because these kinds of states lie at the heart of
quantum computation. [André06]
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